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Abstract

Schwarz alternating method (M)is an old mathematical technique dating from

1869. It was commonly believed that VjA was a useful tool for theoretical anal-

ysis but not a very practical approach for computations. The earlier experiences

showed that 4$jm converged slowly. In this thesis, £$Mis reexamined and general-

ized. The governing factors of convergence of .$M are explored through the analysis

for the model problem. Based on this knowledge, many acceleration schemes can

be combined with 44j to yield a new type of iterative method for large sparse ma-

trix problems. In particular, when these techniques are applied to the solution of

the model problem, an optimal complexity can be achieved. Some generalizations
of .~~,namely Schwarz splittings (kare presented here. For many important

applications, such as performing parallel computations in a non-shared memory

environment, using composite grids and also applying fast solvers in an irregular

region, *"s are found to be useful techniques.

In order to identify the types of problems for which Vs are most suitable, a

new structure for the linear operators called template opcrat.:rs has been developed.

Some decay results for the elements of the inverses of sparse operators are given.

These results provide a theoretical basis for determining when these $5 techniques

can be used successfully.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation is a reexamination and generalization of a very old mathematical

technique -Schwarz Alternating Method (W~M. It was commonly believed that -54

was a useful tool for theoretical analysis but not a very practical approach for corn-

putations. Some preliminary experiments had indicated that 49j was not promising

because it converged too slowly. There was little knowledge of the factors governing

the convergence of this method. In this study, an analysis of W~ for the model

problem for elliptic partial differential equations is presented. The convergence fac-

tor of W~~ is found to be a function of many components. Based on the analysis,

many acceleration schemes can be combined with this idea to yield a competitive

- .. new type of iterative method for large sparse matrix problems. Generalizations of

* ~jM' are als. introduced in this thesis. We show that .4W~ is not only suitable to

solve elliptic partial differential equations, it is also a good computational model

for many other important applications. Particularly, a new structural view of linear

operators is presented which provides a useful tool for analyzing the behavior of

sparse operators.

Here the original version of W~& is first introduced. Following this description the

motivations of this study are discussed. Then a brief historical survey is presented.

At the end of this introduction, the organization of the rest of this dissertation is

outlined.

In the last century, Schwarz [Sch69] found that, for a region consisting of the

union of two rectangular regions or disks, he could construct a sequence of solutions
of the Laplace equation on subregions which would converge to the solution of the

Laplace equation on the union. His method is now called &A.The description of

a simple version of .i(is as follows:

0a
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r2

Q12 /

Figure 1.1: Two overlapping subregions

Consider the Dirichiet problem for an elliptic operator L1

where Q is a bounded region in k-dimensional space, ro is the boundary of 11,

x = f{X 1 2 * * *,IXk} is the independent variable.

Schwarz split the solution domain Q into two overlapping subdomains Q, and

Q2. Let 1112 = si nn 2 6 0o, i 1, rn 2, rn, denote the boundaries of II, S12 and fQ12

respectively (see fig.1.1). Let

r,= r, +r

where

ri= r~ s

'We assume that the solution of this problem exists and is unique.

1 .* NA A .



3

r'= ra, n ro,.,
F = rnnr0 1 ,
r, ro n ra.,
r = rnflr,2 .

From this sphtting we can formulate two coupled problems

L(ui) =f, x E Ii,
{r , xEr,, (1.2)

U1 Ir/, U2, x e r,

f L(u2) =f, x E2,
xEr2, (1.3)• U2 IIrn2 ul, x E r,.

It is clear that u, the solution of (1.1), is the solution of (1.2) and (1.3). We

may also easily show that:

1 U2, x E f112,

u 1  U, X E fI,

U2 ?u, xE!Q2-

Thus, the problem (1.1) is equivalent to the pair of problems (1.2) and (1.3). Since

there are unknowns which are coupled in the boundary conditions, we cannot solve

the two problems independently. But giving an initial guess u Itr = Oo, we will be
able to construct a sequence s. U a (i) f1" ,2 } as follows:{L(u~0 )) x XE Qi,

,( f° =rf, , x E r,, (1.4)

({ Ir4, ', x I'r, (1.5)
kr)-'), x E r2,

I



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

(L(0)') x XE!Q1,

'jx ufp = 4, E F,(1.6)
Ui W

It can now be shown that the sequence 104), 0) ilcneg t h ouin

{U1 , U2 } of (1.2) and (1.3) under certain conditions (see section 2.3). Then, from

the solution of (1.2) and (1.3), the solution of (1.1) can be constructed.

Here we have just described the simplest version of 2WM. Unlike some other

techniques which usually are precise procedures for solving problems, 1j basically

gives us only a philosophy for solving a problem. The freedom inherent in 4M&A

provides great opportunity to incorporate many other techniques in order to obtain

* good performance.

* Freedom in the geometrical shapes of the subproblems. This freedom makes
* it possible to tailor the subregions to meet the requirements imposed by fast

solvers or by grids.

* Freedom in the solution techniques for subproblems. We are able to choose

different solution techniques for different subproblems. It is also possible to use

different ways to obtain the solution of the same subproblem in the different

stages of the computation, allowing us to use an optimal approach at any

particular moment and in any particular location. This is a unique feature of

e Freedom in the numerical model for each subproblem. Special boundary

shapes or local behavior of the solution need a special treatment in the mod-

eling. The decoupled subproblemis allow us to localize the special treatment

to the place where it is needed. Composite grids are a good example of this

case.

* Freedom in the number of subproblems. This freedom will permit us to adapt

this algorithm to different degrees of parallelism.

'IN



9 Freedom in the coupling pattern.

- The type of boundary value for these artificial boundaries in the decom-

position.

- Overlapping area.

- More than one partitioning.

Later we will show that proper use of these freedoms can yield an efficient

algorithm.

A particularly interesting application of W is for parallel computations. 'AM

not only provides parallelism in the algorithm. Another advantage for an efficient

implementation of W is the local communication pattern and the hiding of global

information exchange. For any current state-of-the-art parallel computer the cost

of the communication is always a killer of efficiency. The relatively cheap cost

of the hardware provides a possibility of using a large number of processors to

solve a big problem. Unfortunately, in the near future the communication cost will

prevent us from fully taking advantage of fine grain parallelism in a general purpose

computer architecture. The low ratio of communication verse computation, the

coarser granularity and the flexibilities we mentioned above make 41M an attractive

candidate as a parallel algorithm. This is one of the major motivations for our

study.

Since this alternating method appeared, many application areas have been found.

Here we present a brief historical survey of the literature:

In 1869 Schwarz [Sch69] first developed a method he called an alternating

* method to prove the existence of the solution of the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace

equation on a union of two overlapping areas. Soon Neumann [Neu70] observed that

a similar idea could be applied to the solution of the Dirichlet problem in a region

that is the intersection of two other regions overlapping one another. Later Poincar6

* [Poi90] developed his methode de balayage, which is similar to Schwarz's method,

Poincar6 was also concerned with existence proofs rather than computation.

During the 30's many Russian mathematicians applied Schwarz's method to

problems in elastostatics. They treated the solution process of 41M as a search

I
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

for the minimum of a variational problem. This new way of thinking provided
possibilities for enlarging the applicable areas. Gorgidze [Gor34a], [Gor34b] applied

44 to a plane problem in the theory of elasticity. Almost at the same time, Mikhlin

[Mik34] generalized this idea to a biharmonic problem. He proved the convergence

of W to the solution of the second elastostatic boundary value problem. A more

general proof of this method for the second boundary value problems of elasticity in

three dimensions was sketched out by Sobolev[Sob36]. He reduced the consideration

of convergence of the sequence of approximations to a study of convergence to the

minimum of the integral of strain energy.
In the early 50's, Kantorovich and Krylov [KK58] gave a set of sufficient conditions2

which guarantee the convergence of ,Wjt. These conditions encompass most of the

areas to which WqjM can be applied.

After the 60's people started to apply 4WA to numerical computations rather
than to existence proofs or theoretical analysis. Some new algorithms such as ADI

methods or Fourier series methods were the state of the art at that time, but they

could only be applied to rectangular regions. ,44 was a very natural way of applying

these methods to a union of rectangular regions.

D'Jakonov [DJa62] derived some work estimates for solving Poisson's equation

to a given precision on overlapping rectangular regions by ,W. The rectangular

solutions are by the alternating-direction implicit method, or a similar method of

D'Jakonov's, applied to the 5-point difference approximation.

Werner [Wer60], [Wer631 considered application of 44 to any linear second-

order elliptic P.D.E. with boundary conditions of the third type. He proved the

existence of a continuous solution and gave error bounds for a solution which satisfies

the differential equation, but only approximates the boundary data. He presented

some numerical results for the Laplace equation on an L-shaped region with mixed

boundary conditions. The rectangular solutions are expressed as a double finite

Fourier series.
We have mentioned the result by Miller[Mi165]. In the same paper he also gives

work estimates for several cases. Fairweather and Mitchell [FM66] applied jM to

2 We will present them in section 2.3 of the next chapter.

. -



a 9-point difference approximation on an L-shaped region. They used a modified

ADI method to solve the subdomain problems.

Dupont[Dup67] generalized their idea to the equation V(aVu) = p, and derived

work estimates on overlapping rectangular regions.

Stoutemyer[Sto72] applied -W r and Neumann's variant to the Laplace equation

on the union and intersection of two disks.

As we mentioned earlier, applications of JM! to the composite mesh method have

attracted people's attention for some time. Volkov [Vo168] first presented a second

order composite mesh method for the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation;

he also used 41M to solve the system of linear equations.

Later, Starius [Sta77] generalized this idea to linear second order elliptic equa-
tions.

When computer technology advanced to parallel processing, the inherent paral-

lelism in this algorithm obtained new appeal. Kang[KCSQ85] extended the varia-

tional form of 41M to general second order elliptic P.D.E.s, and tried to apply it to

parallel computations.

Glowinski, Dinh and Periaux [DGP80] [GDPS01 formulated a conjugate gradient

variant of W$jM. Essentially, they reduced the problem to a minimization problem

on the intersection of two overlapping regions.

Rodrigue[RS84a], [RS84b] [Rod86], and [RS85 recast 4AM in terms of numerical

linear algebra so that classical techniques of acceleration could be applied. A Jacobi

JS. ~ splitting of the modified matrix problem was studied in these papers.

Analyses and experiments have shown that the convergence rate of the plain

* 1 can be further improved. Many authors have independently found that SOR

acceleration of W1M works very efficiently. Oliger, Skamarock, Tang [OST86] also

noticed that the sensitivity of the relaxation parameter is related to the overlap.

Theoretical estimates of the convergence rate and choice of the best relaxation
S" parameter for the model problem are given. In the same paper we mentioned

above, Kang also proved the convergence of the SOR acceleration for the finite

element method[KCSQ85]. Meier [Mei86] had also proposed a parallel SOR variant

of ,#.

NJ
Si,
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In the next chapter, an analysis of 4M for the continuous model problem in the

k-dimensional case is presented, a few of the important factors which govern the

convergence of .$IM are explored and then a generalization - multi-color .~M-and

its convergence proof are shown. This generalization is mainly motivated by parallel

computation. Because as we mentioned before, 4WA can be viewed as a general

methodology for solving a problem, sets of sufficient conditions for convergence of

$ifwhen applied to functional equations are then presented.

Following Rodrigue and Simon's idea, we propose a linear algebra analog of

this model in Chapter 3. The original matrix is modified into an equivalent, loosely

coupled matrix which is called the Schwarz Enhanced Matrix (or -WEM. Some equiv-

alence theorems and the applicable matrices of the -W3 are discussed. A Schwarz

splitting (4*) of the -Wi is then defined. If the original matrix is an M-matrix, then

$5 is a convergent splitting.

In Chapters 2 and 3, the analysis concentrates mainly on convergence and gen-

9 eralizations. Another important issue is the characterization of problems for which

SAM is most suitable. One particular phenomenon, exponential decay of the in-

verse of a sparse operator, which contributes to the success of W$~, is investigated

V in Chapter 4. We found that matrices were not good structures for the study of

this problem. New data structures, template vector and template operator, for a

linear operator in a finite dimensional space are introduced. Some bounds for the

norm of the wavefronts are shown. Particularly, a suffcient condition which yields

exponential decay of the inverse is given. These results provide some guidance for

a successful application of Wj.

S Detailed analyses of the application of $5 to the model problem in one andrr higher dimensional cases are p resented in Chapter 5. The spectral radii of the

Jacobi iterative matrices of *W for these cases are derived. Similar results can also

be derived for higher order difference schemes or finite element methods. We show

that if the overlapping area is a constant fraction of the subproblems, this algorithm

has an optimal order of complexity. This means that the work needed to obtain an

approximate solution which is accurate to truncation error is proportional to the

number of unknowns.



9

In Chapter 6, based on the analysis in Chapter 5, we apply several acceleration

schemes to the different hierarchical levels of this algorithm. One consequence of the

analysis of -t in the last chapter is that many classical techniques of acceleration.

especially SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) acceleration, can be applied to this

model. For the model problem, the classical analysis of SOR and many other accel-

erations, for instance Chebychev acceleration, can be applied to this case without

any difficulty. Theoretical analyses and experiments show that the improvement

in the performance is significant. The choice of the relaxation parameter in SOR

acceleration is the only global information exchange in the algorithm. But if a lo-

cal relaxation method is used, this global communication can be eliminated. As

we show in Chapter 4, the mesh size is only involved in a higher order term of

the convergence rate. Also, the low frequency errors dominate the convergence. A

multi-level grid strategy is appropriate here. In the last section we present some

other parallel implementation strategies to make this algorithm a powerful parallel

algorithm.

0L
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Chapter 2

Convergence Analyses and Multi-Color SAM

In this chapter an application of W~t1 to the continuous model problem for elliptic

partial differential equations in the k-dimensional case is given in detail. Through

the analysis of this example many important factors which affect the convergence

rate of W$~ are disclosed. This analysis provides useful guidance for an efficient

implementation of Wj. Motivated by the parallel computations, a new parallel im-

plemnentation of multi-color Wj~ and its convergence proof are presented in Section

2.2. Finally, two sets of very general sufficient conditions for the convergence of .j

in the literature are listed.

2.1 An Analysis of SAM

In this section we will apply WjA to the model problem on a uniform cube in k-

dimensional space. Through the analysis of the solution process in this problem

we can demonstrate many important characteristics of this method . In later chap-

ters we will take advantage of these features to make W~~ a competitive iterative

* algorithm.

Consider the Dirichiet problem:

O~ra =g(XW,k).

where Q is a k-dimensional uniform cube for which the lengths of the edges are all

6 equal to a. The restriction to uniform length is only for convenience of discussion;

generalization to different lengths in different coordinates is straightforward.

Let us decompose this cube into two' overlapping subregions. Suppose the
'We can generalize this analysis to the case which has any finite number of subregions.

10
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2.1. AN ANALYSIS OF SAM 11

B F D H

A E C G

Figure 2.1: Two overlapping rectangular grids

overlapping direction is zi. Figure 2.1 shows a two dimensional case2. Denote c

as the width of the overlap, and b as the length of the subcube in the overlapping

direction z,. Here F is CD and r, is EF. Apply the algorithm 1.4-1.6 to these
a, two overlapping regions; the sequence will eventually converge to the solution on

the uniform cube. Denote ul ) , u2 as the i-th approximate solutions in Q, and Q 2,

ul and u2 the true solutions in the two subregions. Let

C(,) U(i) U1

[,)e = u1 -u 1,,

60) U(i) 1
C2 6U2

(0 r, Ir0, U2fIi,

@1 w) ) I n

e2  62J7

2 1f we may imagine the lines AB, CD, EF and HG are k - 1-dimensional uniform cubes. Then
it can also represent k-dimensional case.

ai



12 CHAPTER 2. CONVERGENCE ANALYSES AND MULTI-COLOR SAM

Then the error functions -'i and c. will satisfy the following relations:

( E - x E Q,

E(O) 0 ()x E r, (2.1)

'L -0 X E f22

x E r2  (2.2)

(s-i

-0X E Q1i

0Jo Er (2.3)
-~e 2  X Er

Now we are able to analyze the convergence process by Fourier analysis. Since

the error functions of the approximation satisfy the Laplace equation and have

boundary values 0 except at one face of the subcube, by expanding the boundary

value e4j) at r in Fourier series, we may express the error function in the whole

subcube in terms of the coefficients of the boundary values. Let

*(0) a-'(0) si i2 X2IF ...... sn~ sin-.k~
C21 . t a a

Let

3(2, ik a0)sin-27.. sin t~~
12..i, a a

i2 k= 1, 2,~

and

r(i2, i.k)=02k

Then we have sn ~2 k)E

The boundary value at r'2 will be



2.1. AN ANALYSIS OF SAM 13

By using the same reasoning, we have:

(1) = sinhr(i2 ,.,k) )2,('

Thus the amplification factors are:

s i n h r ( i *2 , , i ) ( -6 a

sinhr(i2 , "k 'a
Z2 ,. , = 1,2,

w It is obvious that the amplification factor of the lowest frequency component

%" will dominate the convergence. If we define the convergence factor as the ratio of

-S the two norms of consecutive error functions, the convergence factor of this method

• for the model problem is:
sn:b )(2.5)

sinh 4 b

From 2.4 and 2.5 we can observe a few important facts of .W. First the over-

lap ratio c/b has a strong influence on the convergence rate. That is: when the

* overlap increases the convergence factor will improve exponentially. Also, the ratio

b/a will affect the convergence. It is clear that we should avoid overlapping in a

direction for which the width of the subregion is too short in comparison with the

other directions. Another important observation is that the amplification factors

exponentially decay when the frequencies increase. This is a favorable feature for

multilevel grid strategies. We can start the computations with a very coarse grid to

obtain coarse frequency information, then reduce the grid size to obtain the higher

frequency information. Moreover, 2.4 tells us that the high frequency errors do

not make a significant contribution to the error inside of the region. So we might

carry on the communication at some coarser grid level in order to reduce the com-

munication cost. Another important feature of AM, especially propitious for large

scale computations, is that the higher the dimension the faster the convergence. In

later chapters we will elaborate these characteristics of W4M in depth and apply sev-

eral acceleration schemes simultaneously to this model to construct a very efficient

algorithm.

$S
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Using the same idea and notation we can easily analyze the case of applying

* -Neumann boundary condition on CD and EF. Now equations 1.2 and 1.3 become:

AutIul ri =L' (2.6)
an Ir an In

A2= fzE Q22,{u2 Jr. =1k (2.7)
an an

The corresponding equations for the error functions are:

A40) -0

(0) = 0, (2.8)
I eO 0

fC 0 , x E 2 ,( 2 9
() I r 2  0'(.9

A W4' -0,

4') 1r, 0, (2.10)

(2.11)

Similarly, we may expand the error in the Neumann boundary condition problem

in a Fourier series:,

- 2 ... ih sin-~*i
a a

The solution of the error in Q, is as follows:

C(O) = sinh r(21 ,ik) s Z2 ,..,k).
cosh (i 2,. k)
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By the same reasoning, we know that the convergence factor of the error on the

artificial boundaries is:

cosh b (-2

It is not difficult to see that the Dirichiet boundary condition on these artificial

.4 boundaries works better than the Neumann boundary condition. Ili Chapter 6

we will show that this conclusion is also true for discrete cases. There are also

other kinds of combination of different boundary conditions can be imposed on

these artificial boundaries. For the Laplace operator, we have shown that Dirichlet

boundary conditions are better. This conclusion can also be derived from the decay

rate of the Green's function. We will not present the details here. We could not

extend this analysis to obtain a general conclusion. I conjecture that for different

problems the best choice of the type of boundary conditions may vary. It is a very

interesting open problem for future research.

2.2 Multi-Color SAM and Its Convergence

The W3f was originally constructed as a sequential process by Schwarz in 1869.

But the inherent parallelism in this idea provides many possibilities of constructing

some highly parallelized implementations. In this section a multi-color SAM for the

solution of a second order linear elliptic PDE is presented. The convergence proof

of this method is also given.

A simplest parallel implementation of 44M is two color or red-black Wi4. It is a

natural extension of the red-black SOB. algorithm. The basic idea of red-black .p

is as follows: construct two sets of partitions of the solution region3 , red and black.

given some initial guess on the artificial boundaries in the red set of subregions.

solve the red set of subproblems independently. Using the solution of the red set

for the value of the artificial boundaries in the black set, solve the subproblems in

the black set independently and repeat this process. If the partitioning provides a

balanced load for each processor, this implementation is a highly parallel algorithm.

* But from the analysis in Section 2.1, we know that the error reduction varies from

'They have to cover the whole solution region.
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different positions in each subproblem. The new boundary values for these artificial

boundaries should be taken from fast convergent zones of a partitioning in which

this artificial boundary resides. If we only have two sets of partitions, there is only

one choice for each point on these artificial boundaries. The best partitioning and

choice of boundary values is very difficult to accomplish. Instead, we may plan a

few sets of partitions so that each point on the artificial boundaries belongs to a

fast convergent zone in at least one of the partitions. With more than two sets of
partitions, this goal is easier to be fiulfilled. The same idea can be applied to the

elliptic operator L in any finite dimensional space. This implies that the multi-color

can also be used to solve any linear system of equations which has a positive

% definite coefficient matrix.

To simplify the notation, a description of the algorithm for a two-dimensional

problem is given here. The extension to higher--dimensional problems is straight-

forward.

Let L 2(2) be a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product

(u, v) = ,

and the norm
UI u I= V(U, ),

where 1 is a bounded, connected open set in R2. C1(n) denotes the space of real

valued continuously differentiable functions on S, where s = !Q U r and r is the

boundary of 12. Let
S

1=(a, a 2), a 1 + 02 , 1,a 2 > 0

D &0.ay02 u( ) = Du.

Then the Sobolev spaces H1(1) and H 1/2(F) are defined as

HI(SI) =- {u I D"u E L2(01),O <1 a 1< 1}

H 1 /2(r) '.u I Du E L2(r),0 o!1 a 1 _ 1/2}

ii

04
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Particularly,

H() {u I (u E H'(n)) U (u Ir= 0)}

H(Q) ={u I (u E H'(f)) U (u r g)}

Consider the boundary value problem

,-:(u) := _[p,] - p,1, + q, x E Q (2.13)

"/ u Ir 9,

where pi,p2, q E C1(Q),f E L2(n),g E H /2(r). It is well known that this problem
(2.13) is equivalent to the minimization problem

I(Q, u) = jan(u, u) - Gn(u), u E H.(r),

where

ao(, v) = u.v + P2UyVv + quv] dn,

Go (u) =] fu da.

Construct a sequence of partitions of Q:

such that

.1- (1. n(' n n(,') : if j.

2. VzEfQ,3 i and j: xE j ) .

Let S(1) = 1 , , k. Each Ii is referred to as a color cl. So condition

(1.) means that any two of the subregions do not overlap if they have the same
.: color. For any v E Ho(fn) and Q(), a subspace $(V('), v) is defined as follows:

,(Q('),,v) = {,, I, u E ,'(!Qln (u = v,, if x E 0 - Q!(0)1.

e4@4
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For partition rII, the functional I(01, u) can be calculated as follows:

I(!Q, u) = ( I(~j), u) + I(m - SI('), u) = I(c,, U).

The multi-color 41M is then as follows:

Algorithm. 1 Choose a initial guess u(°) E Hg(Sl). We construct a sequence
{u(i), ci} such that

{~) V I iaf I(ci, w)}

andV I>0 and J E [1,2,...,k], 3 i such thati > I andci = J.

Since i 4 j implies Q (t) n f ' = ,

inf I(ci, w)= E inf I(Sl ),w).W4E*(fQ)c,u('-1)) k=1f W4E#(0 ),U('- )) k I

Each I('("), w) can be computed independently. That is where parallelism comes
from.

A rigorous complete proof of convergence is wordy. Here we present an concise
version of the proof.

From the construction of the algorithm, V i > 0

.(n, u(5) < r(si ui-1)).

If u denotes the solution of (2.13), then
0

11 U~i) _ U 112 < 1'an(u(') - U, u~') - U)

2 [imn, (i)) - "(n, u)]

< [I(T, u(o))- (0, )].
^'

So there is at least one subsequence u( ' ) such that

limu(') = il. (2.14)

0,
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From the construction of the algorithm and (2.14), i! E HI (Q) achieves the minimum

in every subregion f!j) Now, let's prove that ii actually is the solution of (2.13).
Let rF! be the boundary of the subregion Q$j) , which is the ith subregion in

color j. I i ) is consists of two parts. First part is rj(1) - F) U F. It can be

empty if there is no common part in the boundaries of Fr j ) and F0 . The second

part is the so-called artificial boundary F!j ) (2). It is a union of the pieces which

are located in other subregions (of different colors).

From the definition of i, we know that it is the solution of the following problem.

n n

j Lx~) E rfn() (2.15)

where f "m) is th thsubregion in color Cm and U~~)are the solution for partition

r2 h  
(m-1 r(n)( )

IIm-_. The coupled problems (2.2) and (2.3) are the simplest case of this problem.
i , First we know that the solution u of (2.13) is a solution of (2.15). It is also known

that if the solution of (2.15) exists, it is unique. Therefore, we may summarize the

5* above discussion as the following theorem:

~Theorem 2.1 For any initial guess u(° E H (n2) the sequence constructed in the

,,multicolor .SAM algorithm converges to the solution of (2.13).

The extension of this algorithm to a matrix problem is straightforward. We may

*replace the sequence of subregions f J)by a sequence of diagonal block matrices A!,}

%. of the original matrix A, which satisfy the following conditions:

' 1. Any two of the diagonal blocks do not overlap if they have the same color.

~~2. Each row of the matrix A is covered by at least by one of the blocks A (

i! Then the rest part of the algorithm is the same as the continuous case. The

':"convergence of the discrete version of multi-color . ~ is also analogous with the

~continuous case.

K.

n im

m-, , ,

Fis we kno tha th souto u of. (213 is~ aouinf(.5. Iti ok nw
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2.3 Sufficient Conditions for Convergence

There are several proofs of convergence of 41M (KK58, [CH62], [KCSQ851. The most

general case was given by two Russian mathematicians Kantorovich and Krylov

in the 50's [KK58]. They showed that five conditions together are sufficient for

convergence of 44 to a solution of a boundary-value problem 4

JL(u) = f, xE Q, (2.16)

ulr = x 00 2. r1.

These five conditions are as follows:

Uniqueness. Two solutions u and u' which satisfy equation (2.16) in 2 are bounded,

have identical values on the boundary rn (except, perhaps, at a finite set of

points) and are identically equal in fQ.

Monotonicity . Two bounded functions u and u' which satisfy equation (2.16)

in 1 and have u >_ u' on ro (except, perhaps, at a finite number of points)

will satisfy u > u' everywhere in S1.

Limit solution. The limit of any monotone and uniformly bounded sequence of

solutions to equation (2.16) is also a solution of (2.16).

k"- Maximum principle. A solution to (2.16) cannot have either a positive interior

maximum or a negative interior minimum. For linear problems this implies

the monotonicity condition.

Continuity onto the boundary. If u = f on a boundary segment except perhaps

at a point P inside the segment, where f is continuous on this segment, then

the solution u(Q) for Q in f2 approaches f (P) as Q --+ P.
Oi

The numerical analog of AM is straightforward. We can discretize the problems

1.4-1.6, and then solve them numerically. Miller[Mi1651 showed that the following

4 As mentioned in their book, this same proof can be applied to a more general functional equation.
5For linear problems, this condition can be derived from the maximum principle.

@04
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conditions are sufficient for convergence of the solution of the numerical 'WM to the

original continuous problem:

Existence of a continuous solution. The solution of the continuous problem

2.16 exists. This implies that the solutions of the problems 1.2 and 1.3 exist.

Existence of the discrete solutions. Solutions of the discretized problems 1.2

and 1.3 exist.

Convergent discretization. Discrete approximations of 1.2 and 1.3 are conver-

gent to the continuous solution of 1.2 and 1.3.

Contraction mapping. There exist numbers Qi < 1, Q2 5 1 , such that QIQ2 <

1 and

11U2 - 2I ll --

where el, e2 are perturbations of the boundary data on 1, r,; ul,u2 are the

perturbated solutions which correspond to ul, and u2.

For elliptic partial differential equations we can also express problem 2.16 in an

equivalent variational form; then it is possible to prove that the solution sequence

of the corresponding finite element method is a convergent minimization sequence.

The independence between convergence and the the ordering of the solutions of

these subregions can be easily shown in variational form [KCSQ85].

*0' We can also recast the numerical analog of -W as a modified matrix problem,

then prove its convergence. From analysis of the linear algebra analog of W for the

model problem we can obtain many new results by applying classical acceleration

approaches in numerical linear algebra to this method. In Chapters 5 and 6 we will

°•, discuss these problems in detail.

%" I



Chapter 3

Schwarz Splitting

In this chapter a more general model of $jIfor application to problems in linear

algebra, Schwarz Splitting (or -W), is presented. For a matrix equation Ax =f, we

first introduce a Schwarz Enhanced Equation (or 43) AZY = f. The corresponding

matrix A is called a Schwarz Enhanced Matrix (or -~W. A necessary and sufficient

condition for the equivalence of the original equation and SR is shown. In Section
3.3 a few splitting matrices of -W~Mare presented. In particular, the Schwarz Splitting

(or W) is defined. Then some relations between the eigenvalues of these splitting

matrices and the corresponding splitting matrix for the original matrix are shown.

If the original matrix is an M-matrix, then W is a convergent splitting. The original

Wj~ is equivalent to applying a block Gauss-Seidel scheme to the *. It is clear that

other classical acceleration schemes can also be applied to this model.

3.1 Definitions

As we mentioned in our last chapter, the approach of WjA to a problem is to modify

it to produce an equivalent enhanced problem, then to solve the new one iteratively.

It is not necessary to view W$M only as a way of solving elliptic partial differential

equations. As we mentioned in the introduction, WIA can be viewed as a general

methodology for problem solving. A similar idea has been applied to a nonlinear

problem arising in circuit simulations [Deu851. It was suggested that the application

of 4W to the system of ODE is promising. Here 4Wj is discussed in terms of matrix

theory. In Rodrigue and Simon's paper "A generalization of the numerical Schwarz

algorithm", W11 is first recast into numerical linear algebra. Then many results

of the classical analyses in linear algebra [Var62] could be applied. This approach

22
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provided possibilities of generalizing and improving .W1M. We extend this thought

further to a general linear system of equations in this chapter.

Consider a matrix problem:

Az=, (3.1)
where A is an N x N nonsingular matrix, f and x are N vectors. A partitioned

form of the equation (3.1) will be used in the rest of this thesis. A partitioning

is defined by the integers ni,n2," ,n2k+l where n2i > 0, n 21+. > 01 for all i, and

where

nl + n2 + "+ n2k+l =N. (3.2)

Given a set which satisfies (3.2), the (2k + 1) x (2k + 1) partitioned form

of the matrix A is then given by

A1,1  AI,2  - A1,2k+l

A A 2,1  A 2 ,2 .. A2,2k+l (3.3)

A2k+l,, A2k+1,2 .. Ak12~

where Ai, is an ni x nj submatrix. We always assume that the unknown vector x

and the known vector f in the matrix equation Ax = f are partitioned in a form

consistent with A. Thus, if A is given by (3.3), then z is assumed to be partitioned

as

= 1X, Z 2s'- Z2k+1i, (3.4)

where x, is an ni x I matrix (column vector). A dual vector of x

S= [Zl,Z 2 , X2, X3, X4, Z4, ZS,'., X2, X2, X2k+1] T  (35)

is defined such that: all even subvectors X, i = 1,...,kare duplicated once in

their places, and all odd subvectors remain the same.

A partitioned matrix can also be represented by a directed graph. Consider any

2k + 1 distinct points Pi, P2 ,'", P2k+ in the plane, which we shall call nodes. For

every nonzero entry A1,, of the matrix A, we connect the node P to the node P, by

'We will explain the reason for this partitioning pattern later.

*

C.*

C.:
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A22

A2 A23

AA 1 3

Figure 3.1: Directed graph G(A).

means of a path 2 PiPj, directed from P to P, as shown in Figure 3.1. By relating

each path PP to the corresponding Aj 4 , the matrix A is associated with a finite

directed graph G(A). As an example, a dense 3 x 3 partitioned matrix

A1,1 Ai, 2 A 1,3

A= A 2, 1 A2,2 A 2,][ A3,1 A3, 2 A3 ,3

has the directed graph G(A) in Fig. (3.1).

If the operator L(u) in equation (1.1) is a linear second order elliptic operator,

then the discretized problem can be written as a matrix equation:

All A 1 2  A13 X1A
Ax= A21  A2 2  A23 z2 f2 f. (3.6)

A31 IA32  A3 X3 f3

The order of the unknowns is arranged so that [zI, X21 corresponds to the unknowns

in Q1 , (X2, 23] corresponds to the unknowns in f?2 and [X2] corresponds to the un-

knowns in S 12, which is the overlapped part of the two. The numerical 4M for the
2 For a diagonal entry A,., 0, the path joining the node P to itself is called a loop. For an

illustration, see Figure (3.1).

....
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above problem solves the following subproblems alternatively:

A,, A12 Xi I f' + A13 ]I X]-[ ]
A21 A22 X20  f2 A23

(3.7)

A22 A23 X +) 1 I
"A32 A33 X W f2 A23

It is not difficult to observe that this procedure is equivalent to a 2 x 2 block Gauss-

Seidel iteration for the following matrix equation:

All A12  0 A13  XI A
S A21 A2 0 A23  2  f (3.)

A21  0 A22 A2 , 2  A

A 31  0 A 3 2 A33 i3 f3

-  From the convergence proof discussed in the last chapter we know that the procedure

(3.7) will converge, the solution of equation (3.8) satisfies i2 = V, and [:-, i2, : 3 jT

is a solution of equation (3.6). This is to say that the dual vector of the solution

of (3.6) is the solution of (3.8) and vice versa 3. We shall call the equation (3.8) the

Schwarz Enhanced Equation (or ISI) of (3.6) and the corresponding matrix A in

(3.8) the Schwarz Enhanced Matrix (or -W of the matrix A. The formation of

S M can also be illustrated in terms of a directed graph. As we mentioned before.

the original matrix is represented by the directed graph in Fig.(3.1). Let us split

node 2 into a pair of dual nodes (P2, P 2), and let the incoming path from P point

to P,, and the incoming path from P3 point to P 2.

The loop path of the original node is duplicated for both dual nodes (see Fig.

3.2 ). This new directed graph is called the dual graph for the Sf.% .

This idea of forming a new equivalent problem can be generalized in two ways:

we may enhance the new enhanced equation recursively; or we may partition the

matrix A into a matrix like (3.3) and then enhance this partitioned matrix. Here

3 L&ter we will prove that this conclusion can be true only when A2 exists. For most approxi-
mations of an elliptic partial differential equation this restriction is satisfied.

* .
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A 22  A22

21. A 23
A13

A11  A31 3 A33

Figure 3.2: Dual graph G(A).

we only discuss the latter approach. The results of the following discussion can be

easily applied to the former.

Let the matrix A in (3.1) be partitioned in the form (3.3), where n2i > 0 and

n21+i :? 0 for all i. The reason for assuming n2i > 0 is that we are going to split
the node P2i and splitting a null node 4 is meaningless. On the other hand, a null

nonsplitting node can be used to cover the case of adjacent nodes. The case of
splitting a node into three or more nodes can be covered by recursive splitting, but

there is little practical reason to do that. To form the Schwarz Enhanced Matrix

A, we first split every even node P2i into a pair of dual nodes (P2i, Ps,), i = 1,...-' , k,

and copy every odd node P2i+l to a new node P 2i+l. The even nodes P2i are also

called overlap nodes. The new nodes P and P are the nodes of the directed graph

G(A) for the . A. Then for each path P-P,, in the original G(A), we will put a

corresponding path (or paths) into the dual graph G(A). The rules are listed in the

following table. The far right column lists six logical expressions, of which only one

can be true for each path in G(A). After identifying the case for which the logical
expression in the fourth column is true, we will add the path (or paths) in the third

column to G(A). The corresponding entry for each path (or paths) is given in the

second column. Let S, and Se denote the sets of odd numbers and even numbers,

4 Here we define a node as null node if there is no path to or from this node. Equivalently, we
may say that a node P, is null if ni = 0.
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respectively. We have the following table:

Case Entry Path Condition

Case 1l A, PP (l=m) n(IE S,)

Case2 All P PP (l = m) n (I E Se)
.'" Case 3 At, PP, (I A m) n (I E 5.) n ((m E S,,) U (I > m))

Case4 Aim PPm (I#m) n(IESo)fn((mES )n(l<m))

Case5 Aim PP, , Pm'P (Im)fn(IESe)fn((mES 0 )U(>m))

Case6 At,, PP,. PP (l#m)fn(IESe)fn((mESe)n(l<m))

We may also interpret this table graphically. As in Fig. (3.1) and (3.2), we may

lay the 2k + 1 nodes in a straight line, with the nodes in numerical order. Then we

4 split each even node into P and P 21, one by one, starting from P2 . All incoming

paths from the left side of P2, will point to Ps,; and all incoming paths from the

right will point to P 21. The outgoing path from P2, is then split into two outgoing

paths for both new nodes and will point to the same destination as before. All loops

of the overlapped nodes will be duplicated for both dual nodes. After we split all

even nodes, the new graph is the dual graph G(A). Notice that the dual nodes of

each pair have exactly the same outgoing paths, with the exception of the two loop

paths. The matrix A constructed according to the above rules is called the Schwarz

Enhanced Matrix (WAf) with respect to the partition (3.3), and the corresponding

matrix equation

Ai = f (3.9)

is called the Schwarz Enhanced Equation (St), where f is the dual vector of f.
Here is an example of a 5 x 5 block matrix equation and its S:

Al A12 A 13 A 14 A1 s 1 f,

A 21 A22 A23 A 24 A25  X2 f2

A= A31 A32 A33 A34 A3  3 = f = f.

A.41 A4 2 A 43 FA44 A 45  X4 h

As, A5 2 A53 A 4 A X I A

I:
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All A12  0 A13 A 14  0 A15  X1 fl

A21  A 22  0 A 23  A 24  0 A25  X2 f2

A21  0 A22  A23  A24  0 A25  X2 f2

Ai= A 31  0 A32 A33 A3 0 A35  $3 = f3 =f.

A41 0 A 42  A 43  A4 4  0 A 45  X4 h

A 4 1  0 A 4 2 A43  0 A 4 4 45

A51  0 A52  As3 0 AX A 5  $s fs

If we merge each pair of dual nodes into a single node, and fold each pair of paths

from the same dual pair into a single path, the resulting graph is identical to the

original one. From the construction of OV, it is easy to see the following result:

Lemma 3.1 If vector x = ( 21  9 . ,k)T ij the solution of equation (3.1), then

its dual vector i ij the sol,,tion of S = , where f is the dual vector of f.

The matrices A 2i,2i, i = 1, - , k are also called overlapped blocks. If two Schwarz

enhanced matrices B and C of the same matrix A, for which the overlapped blocks

are B2 ,,2i and C2 j,2j, i = 1,---, k, respectively, have such a relation that each B2 j,2,

is a submatrix of the corresponding C2j,2j, then we say C has more overlap than

B. This overlap is closely related to the overlap area of the solution regions for the

subregions mentioned in the introduction. As we have shown, for the continuous

model problem, if the amount of overlap increases, then the convergence rate will

increase too. For the matrix model we have a similar result.

3.2 Equivalence Theorem

A necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalency of equation (3.1) and its

!" SEE (3.9) is given in this section.

Theorem 3.1 Let \(A), ,(A) and )(A,j),i = 1,... ,2k+1 be the set-s of eigenvalues

* of A, A and A,,, i = 1..., 2k + 1, respectively. Then A(A) C A(A) U ( A A(A 2 ,.2,)).

.';,
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Proof Let A be an eigenvalue of A and

= ,-2, 2,"" X2k+i)

be the corresponding eigenvector. Substituting -into the equations which corre-
spond to the dual nodes P2i and P 2j , we have

= AV (3.10)
E A2i,jj = A:2i. (3.11)

As we mentioned in the last section, only one term is different in the left hand sides
of the two equations. Subtracting (3.10) from (3.11), we have:

A2i,2i(,2i - :2i) = A(i ' 2i), = 1,''', k.

_ _k k

If i' - Z2i 0 for some i, then we have. A E U A(A, 2 01 ). If A € U A(A2i,,),
then '2i has to be equal to -' for i = 1,.. ,k. Therefore, i is a dual vector of2i

X = ( -, 2 , i 3 ,• , 2 k+l )T, which will satisfy equation

Ax Ax.

Thus A E A(A), which concludes the proof.
Define S! (3.9) as equivalent to (3.1) if A-' exists and the solution vector -is

a dual vector of the solution x of (3.1). Similarly, we say that .4M is equivalent
to matrix A if A-I exists. With this definition and the result from Theorem 3.1 we

have

* Theorem 3.2 If a matrix A is a Schwarz enhanced matrix of the nonsingular ra-

trix A, then the following are equivalent:

1. Matrix A is equivalent to matrix A.
k

2. 0 € U A(A2j,2 ).

k

Proof. If 0 . U A(A&, 2 ), then from Theorem 3.1 we know A-' exists. Applying
the strategy used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that the solution -of
"= f is a dual vector of the solution x of Ax = f.
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Now we show that 0 U A(A2 j,2j) is also a necessary condition. Suppose there

is a J such that 0 E A(A22,22). We know that A23,21 is singular. Let the rows of

matrix A~,2 be ri, j n,. . * There is a constant vector cr = (a., a )T 4$0

such that:

airi = 0.

Let the rows of the SMAfor the dual nodes 152j, P2' be bi and ci,,i = 1, - -, ri2

respectively, where

=i (e,07 e~.1rOe 23+19-*9~e2k+i),

c = (e1,... ,e2...l,0 r,,e21 +W,e* .

From the definition of a SEM, the only differences between rows bi and c, are in the

* positions where the ri are located. It is easy to verify that:

Salb, - alt= 0.

It means that A is singular. The proof is complete.

If a matrix is a positive definite matrix or an M-matrix , any principal minor of

this matrix is also a positive definite matrix or M-matrix. Thus, we immediately

have

Corollary 1 Any SEMof a positive definite matrix A is equivalent to A.

Corollary 2 Any SEIViof an M-matrix A is equivalent to A.

3.3 Splittings of Schwarz Enhanced Matrices

From the results of the last section we know that the solution of Ax =f is equivalent
-; to the solution of Ai = f. Here we will analyze the application of some classical

5 Any nz x n matrix A = (a1 ,) with aij 0 for a i 54 j is an Mf-matrix if A is nonsingular, and
A-'> 0.
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splitting techniques to SWM. If we want to solve the matrix equation Ax - f where

A is an n x n nonsingular matrix, we consider expressing the matrix A in the form

A=M - N, (3.12)

where M and N are also n x n matrices. If M is not singular, we say that this

expression represents a splitting of the matrix A, and associated with this splitting

is an iterative method

Mz(k+1) = Nx(k) + f. (3.13)

Most important iterative methods can be described from this point of view. It is

also called a linear stationary method of first degree. The matrix M- 1 N is called

the iterative matriz of this splitting. The convergence behavior of this splitting

is decided by A(M-IN), more specifically, by the spectral radius' of the iterative

'Y1¢ matrix M - 1 N and the distribution of the eigenvalues of this matrix. Particularly,

we call a splittings a convergent splitting if p(M- 1 N) < 1 holds. If the diagonal

entries of the matrix A = (a 3) are all nonzero, and we express the matrix A as the

matrix sum

A=D-L-U,

where D = diag(a, ,, a2,2,. .. , a,,) and L and U are , respectively, strictly lower

and upper triangular n x n matrices, then the following choices

MpIj = D; Npj = L + U,

MpG = D-L; NPG = U

give the point Jacobi and point Gauss-Seidel splitting, respectively.0

Let A = Mpj - Npj be the point Jacobi splitting of -WM, and Aj,, = Di - L, -

Ui, i = 1,..., 2k + 1 where A, is the diagonal block in (3.3). The eigenvalues of the

iterative matrix M 1 Npj and the eigenvalues of the point Jacobi iterative matrix

of A have the following relation:

6The spectral radis p(A) of a matrix A is defined an

p(A)= max II i<,1

,<jof

p.9
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Theorem 3.3

A(M, ,vpj) C A(M;JNpj) U [U A(D,'(L2 , + U2,))].
i=1

.P Proof. Notice that the iterative matrix .;MA.Npj is a SW of the matrix M;,Npj
with respect to the same partition of A in (3.3). Apply theorem 3.1 to this point

Jacobi iterative matrix, the proof is complete.

A' 4.This theorem shows that the point Jacobi splitting of -Wif does not change the

performance of the point Jacobi splitting of the original matrix.

For the block Jacobi iterative method in which the matrix A is partitioned into

the form of (3.3), a conclusion similar to theorem 3.3 can be derived. Let A be the

S of the matrix A, the block Jacobi splitting for this partitioning of A be

A = Msj - Nsj,

and the corresponding block Jacobi splittinig of the SbM be

A = TfBJ - vBJ,

where MBj = diag(A,, A2k+1.2k+l) and Rli is .fMof the matrix MBj. Then

for this special block Jacobi splitting we have

Theorem 3.4

A(RjN~j)= A(Mj'Noj).

. Proof. As in the case of the point Jacobi iterative matrix, this block Jacobi iterative

matrix of A is the W*ir of the block iterative matrix of A. Since the diagonal

blocks of both iterative matrices are zero, the second term on the right hand side in

4.A Theorem 3.1 vanishes; and thus the equality holds. If we split the diagonal blocks
as A, = - N, and let Mj = diag(MI,..., M2k+ I), then we have a more general

result than Theorem 3.4:

04 II
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AN3

Corollary 3

k

A(Mj'NB) 9 A(Mf 1 N~ j) U (U A(Mj,'N2,)).

Theorem 3.4 tells us that this particular block Jacobi splitting of a SE! does not

improve the convergence rate when we compare it with the corresponding splitting

of the original matrix A.

For the point Gauss-Seidel splitting of the dual matrices we also have a similar

theorem. Let A = .MPG - NpG be the point Gauss-Seidel splitting of a SM. It is

not difficult to see that MPG and NT, are the SEM of the matrices MPG and NPG,

respectively. The following result can easily be obtained from the proof of theorem

3.1.
Theorem 3.5

k

A(MANPG) _ A(M Npa) U (U A((D 2, - L 2,)-1 U2,)).

This result shows that if we relax each subproblem only once, the convergence

factor is independent of the overlap'. It is interesting that this non-positive result

has a very useful application. When we use the multigrid method in a composite grid

environment, one important question is how the overlap will effect the convergence.

There are some experiments (see [ST82]) which show that the amount of overlap

does not affect the convergence, and thus we can reduce the overlap to a minimum

in order to cut down the cost of each sweep. This theorem gives us an explanation.

Another extreme is A1M, in which case the relaxation is carried out to convergence of

the subproblem. Then the convergence factor is exponentially related to the overlap

(see introduction). We might expect that the effect of the overlap on the convergence

will increase when we increase the relaxation sweeps in each subproblem.

So far the splitting techniques we have discussed are not very promising. But

this picture can be changed. Consider a new partitioning of Sb", let

A =Ms -Ns, (3.14)

'If we relax the subproblems more than once then the conclusion is not valid

sThere are other factors which must also be considered. For example, the amount of overlap
must be sufficient to ensure the accuracy of the interpolation.

I
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where MTs = diag(Si, S 2,. ., S), and

A,,, A1,2 IA 2,1 A 2 ,1

*42i,2i A2 i,2i+l A 2 2

Si A 2 +1,2  A 2 +1 ,2 +1 A2 41+,2+ 2  i = 2,. ,k - 1;

A 2 +2 ,2, A 2 i+2,2i+1 A 2 +2 ,2 +2

k - A2k,2k A2k,2k+l
A2k+1,2k A2k+1,2k+J

We define the splitting (3.14) to be a Schwarz Splitting (.). We should always

relate a Schwarz splitting to the corresponding partition. A different partitioning

will lead to a different W. From this definition we know that a * is essentially a

block Jacobi splitting for a particular partition of SEW, and Wit is the Gauss-Seidel

-Y*: splitting which corresponds to this partition.

Very often problems in the biological, physical and social sciences can be reduced

to problems involving matrices which have some special structure. One common
% situation is where the matrix is an M-matrix. As we mentioned in last section, any

V1E" of an M-matrix is equivalent to the original matrix. Now we have the following

result:

Theorem 3.6 A Schwarz splitting of any Schwarz enhanced matrix A is a conver-

gent -splitting if A ug an M-matrsz.

Proof. We define a splitting A = M - N as a regular splitting of A if M is

nonsingular with M >_ 0, and N _> 0. A well known result for the regular splitting is

that if A - ' > 0, any regular splitting of the matrix A is a convergent splitting[Var62].

It is clear that if A is an M-matrix then the * is a convergent splitting. By the
comparison theorem for M-matrices9 , we can also derive a comparison relation

between the splittings we discussed above.
9Let A - M, - N, = M2 - N2 be two regular splittings of A, when A -1 > 0. If N, > N2 then

the spectral radii of the matrices M-IN and M'lN2 have the following relation:

zp(M-'1 Nt) > p(M62 NJ)

(Va ,2
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Theorem 3.7
p(M; s) <O(MBj ;:)< X (M"Js) < (,W ,Jp).

Proof. From the construction we have

.NPJ > NBJ > NJ > Ng.

Application of the comparison theorem concludes the proof.

From this result, we know that * is the best splitting among these splittings.

In Chapter 5 we will derive some quantitative results for - of the model problem

of elliptic PDE's.

,V..

.5.,

5O°



Chapter 4

Template Operators and Exponential Decay

In the last two chapters, we have shown that W orf or can be applied to large
classes of problems, but we have not addressed the issue of how to recognize the
problems for which ZWj is most suitable. Now we will reexamine the analysis of the

* model problem in the Chapter 2 from a different point of view. More specifically, we
will study a particular behavior of the inverse of the same operator, the exponential

decay phenomenon. First, the Green's functions for the model problem in 1-, 2-
and 3--dimensional solution space are discussed. The relation between the decay of

the Green's function and the convergence speed of 4$IA is studied. Then in Section 2
the decay of the "discrete Green's function" of a matrix is studied. Specifically, the

exponential decay of a banded matrix is examined in detail. We have found that the
matrix is not a good structure to study this problem. In Section 3, a new structure,
template operator, for a linear operator in a finite dimensional space is developed.

In the last Section, the concepts of influencing and influenced wavefronts are intro-
duced. Then some estimates of the norm of the wavefront are presented. These

results provide a theoretical basis for determining when these Schwarz techniques

can be used successfully.

4.1 A Key to the Success of SAM

In Chapter 2, the analysis of 4Mi~ for the model problem shows that if the over-
lap increases the convergence factor of W~~ improves exponentially. Moreover, the

higher the spatial dimension, the bigger the improvement. If we combine these

analyses with some other techniques, 4LJt or -Wcan be developed to be as compet-

itive as other powerful methods. One of the key facts which makes ~Itbecome

36
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an optimal iterative method is the exponential relation between the overlap and
the convergence factor. More specifically, when the overlapping area increases the
convergence factor decreases exponentially. For a Poisson equation, we may also
use the decay of the Green's functions to explain this result more intuitively. As
we know, the solution u(P) for the model problem with homogeneous boundary

condition can be expressed by the corresponding Green's function as

u(P) = f G(P, Q)f(Q)dQ.

The influence of the forcing function f(Q) on the solution u(P) is decided by the
value of the Green's function at (P, Q). The Green's functions for model problems
in one-, two- and three-dimensional solution space are as follows 1.

1. One dimensional problem (0 < x < 1):

G', [(1-)X for X<,
"-I(1 -) for x'>.

2. Two dimensional problem:

1 1.- ' (x, y, , q) - 1n-:-: /= -21r + ( 2- )

3. Three dimensional problem:

1

41rV( X - )2 + (y - 77)2 + (Z - ()2

Let P represent x,(z,y), or (x,y,z) and Q represent ,(C, j), or (r, We
may observe that when the distance between P and Q increases, the influence of
Q on the solution at P decreases. If the overlap is increased, the artificial bound-
aries are moved away from the boundaries of the subregions. Consequently, the
contributions from the error on the boundaries of these subregions diminish expo-
nentially with the increasing distance. This observation is not only true for the

'Here we list the Green's functions for 2- and 3-dimensional Poisson equations in infinite domains
which are easier to explain. The Green's functions for finite domains have a similar decay but are
more complicated.

-:
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Poisson equation. Actually, it appears in many physical processes. The decay of

the Green's function is just a mathematical description of a common physical phe-

nomenon: that the influence between two points will weaken if the distance between

them increases. This suggests that 4M and V can be applied to many important
Napplications successfully. Late on, we will explore this issue mathematically.
NAnother observation which can be obtained from these Green's functions is that

the higher the spatial dimension the faster the decrease of the influence!

The inverses of the matrices A associated with Poisson's equation with Dirichlet

boundary value conditions give "discrete Green's functions". A- 1 should be a good

approximation to the Green's function (See Birkhoff's book "Numerical Solution

of Elliptic Problem"). Thus a similar decay behavior should be true for these

inverses2 . This observation motivates us to seek more kinds of operators for which

the inverse has such a decay property.

4.2 Exponential Decay and Banded Matrices

The exponential decay of the off-diagonal elements of the inverse of a diagonally

dominant tridiagonal matrix was observed decades ago[Ker70]. There were several

papers which discussed the topic of the exponential decay of the inverse of a banded

matrix[Dem77], [dB80], etc.. In summary, an estimate of the form

I I <_ 1 CYi-  l  (4.1)

was given in these papers, where aij is the element of the inverse of a banded

matrix. The claims in these paper are somewhat misleading. The first issue is: can

we guarantee a decay from (4.1)? The answer is no! Without any further conditions

on the linear operator the above estimate provides us with no useful information.

There are two pitfalls in this statement. First is the "constant" C. In the following

example we will show that C can be so big that an exponential increase may happen!

The second pitfall is the decay term -II. Even though we do have -y < 1 here, -y
is a function of the order of the matrix n in question. For example, - S- 1/(1 + n- 2 )

21n next chapter, we will prove that these conclusions can be derived for discrete model problems
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for a matrix derived from the model problem. So we will have -" e-2, a nonzero

limit, as n - oo. These two factors lead to a bound which is so weak that virtually

anything can happen. Here are some counter examples. The first is:

1

-2 1

-2 1 0

-2 1

0

-2 1

-2 1
nxn

It has an inverse:

1

2 1

4 2 1 0

8 4 2 1
A-' _.. .

2 n- 1 ... 2 1
ii2 '  "". 2 1I

n"Xn

The off--diagonal elements of the inverse actually increase exponentially. People may

argue that this matrix is not stable 3. Imposing a stability condition only solves

the problem of the big constant C. The second problem still exists. The following

example is derived from a boundary value problem for the one-dimensional model

3 Here we need to consider A to be a family of matrices with respect to the size n, or the mesh
size h, if we want to discuss the stability. A commonly used definition of stability in this context
is that the norms of the inverses for this family of matrices are bounded by a constant which is
independent of n or h.

I
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problem. This matrix is symmetric positive definite, but its inverse still has a

growth away from the main diagonal along some rows and columns.

0.92 -1

-1 2 -1

-1 2 -1 0

0 -1 2 -1

-1 2

50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5

45 41.4 36.8 32.2 27.6 23 18.4 13.8 9.2 4.6

40 36.8 33.6 29.4 25.2 21 16.8 12.6 8.4 4.2

35 32.2 29.4 26.6 22.8 19 15.2 11.4 7.6 3.8

A 30 27.6 25.2 22.8 20.4 17 13.6 10.2 6.8 3.4

25 23 21 19 17 15 12 9 6 3

20 18.4 16.8 15.2 13.6 12 10.4 7.8 5.2 2.4

15 13.8 12.6 11.4 10.2 9 7.8 6.6 4.4 2.2

10 9.2 8.4 7.6 6.8 6 5.2 4.4 3.6 1.8

L 5 4.6 4.2 3.8 3.4 3 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.4

Both examples have shown that band structure does not guarantee decay in the

inverse. Here is another example. The following matrix is not banded('), but its

inverse shows an interesting decay. If we arrange the elements of any row or column

of this matrix on a circle with equal spaces and think of the original diagonal

element as a central element, the elements on this circle decay away from this

central element. This matrix is derived from a periodic boundary value problem.

All these examples show that band structure is not a good predictor for the decay of

its inverse. Furthermore, band structure is also related to the ordering of the matrix

in question. If we reorder a banded matrix as a random sparse matrix, the decay

still exists, but it can not be described in terms of distance from the main diagonal.

i
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This suggests that the decay is essentially caused by a locality or compactness of

an operator which is independent of the bandness of the matrix or the ordering of

the variables.

2.1 -1 -1

-1 2.1 -1

-1 2.1 -1 0

[A ~x1

0 -1 2.1 -1

-1 ~-1 2.1 lx1

1.702 1.286 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287
1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001

1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143

.8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096

.7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758

.6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096

.7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001 .8143

.8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287 1.001

1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702 1.287

1.287 1.001 .8143 .7096 .6758 .7096 .8143 1.001 1.287 1.702j

Particularly, for operators in a high dimensional solution space or for operators

which are derived from the finite element method, the concept of band can no

4 longer characterize the locality of the operator.

The second issue is how to define a concept of distance between nodes which is

meaningfully related to their influence upon each other. Essentially, the purpose of

introducing the concept of exponential decay is to characterize the decreasing influ-

ence as the distance between two nodes" increases. Using a mat r=z data structure.

the exponential decay is characterized by the decrease of the off-diagonal elements.

For one--dimensional problems, this decay gives a good characterization of decreas-

ing influence. But for higher- dimensional problems, this characterization is not
4 Here we adopt the terminology node and distance from the graphical representation of a matrix.

4

%. . . . . . . . . . -. - ...
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adequate. For example, consider the Dirichlet problem of a Helmholtz equation

,A,:.u = f, x [0, 11 x 0 1 ,

u Ir =g,

where a = 0.00278. Let the grid size be 1/6. Using an nine-point stencil, we can

construct a 36 x 36 diagonally dominant, banded, positive definite matrix. We list

the first column of the inverse matrix in the following table. Each item in the table

has been multiplied by a factor of I0". The superscript of each number in the table

is the row number of the elements in the inverse.

568 1 162 2 59 3 26 4 12 5 

162 7 129 8 69 9 36 10 18 11 8 12

.59 13 69 14 52 33 16 18 17 8 1

26 19 36 20 33 21 24 22 15 23 7 24

12 25 18 26 18 27 15 28 10 9 5 30

S31 832 8 734 5 3s 23

It is easy to see that the off diagonal elements decrease in an oscillatory manner,

since the enforced ordering has destroyed the topological relationship among these

variables. Measuring the distance between two nodes by the difference of the row

and column numbers here is not suitable to characterize the influence between them.

But if we imagine a center in the upper left comer of this table, the elements decay

monotonically and exponentially in a wavefront form.

After a careful study of these issues and counter-examples, we have found that

the abstract data structures vector and matrix prevent us from seeing important
features in many physical problems. Actually, in a recent paper, Demko [DMS84]

S,. had noticed this limitation of the matrix structure. A linear operator in finite

dimensional space is often a discrete approximation of a continuous operator for

some particular application. Instead of solving the original problem in the entire

solution region f (say in R*, where k usually is 1, 2 or 3), we choose only a finite

number of nodes (or points) o, a2, o,, in Q and try to find the solutiop - on these

J.'Z

u.1:.
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nodes. A discrete approximation of the original problem

Axb

is then formed, where x = {xi} is the set of unknowns defined on the set of nodes

0 = foil and A is the discrete approximation of the original continuous operator.

On the one hand, xi is a component of an n-dimensional vector. On the other.

each xi is also associated with a node o, of the solution region Q2 in R' or some

other solution space. In an abstract vector space, the elements x, are given a forced

linear ordering which in general cannot adequately represent their positions in the

solution space. The corresponding data structure for the linear operator in this

space is represented by a rectangular matrix. Again, the positions of the coefficients

in any one of the rows or colums have little relation with the positions in the

solution space. Generally speaking, these abstract data structures have successfully

represented the topology of the problems in one spatial dimension and are a good

theoretical tool for many analyses. But for operators which are derived from higher-

dimensional problems, the enforced linear ordering of the unknowns in the matrix

structure has destroyed the proximity relations of the variables and the compactrness

of the operator. This is an example of how our thinking and theory has been

influenced by sequential filters which have disfigured many physical features in a

particular application. Since sequential arithmetic and two dimensional scratch

paper were the means to study mathematics a few hundreds years ago, it is not

surprising that people proposed the matrix data structure for the linear operator

at that time. Now, the parallel age has come. It is the time to free ourselves from

this filter.

4.3 Template Operators

W
4 In the course of this study, J. Oliger suggested finding a new structure which would

* preserve the topological structure of the original problem. The discussions led to
a new vector space - Template vector space T,,' and a new structure of the linear

operator - Template operator. Most of the linear operators in finite-dimensional

space are derived from discrete approximations of continuous operators. The main
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idea of these new structures is to maintain the primary topological structure of the

original problem in the discrete approximation. In this way, many characteristics

of the original continuous problem can also be easily seen in the finite dimensional

approximation.

Let 01, o2,..-,o,, be n nodes in a solution region Q which usually resides in

R', k - , 2 or 3 '. These nodes usually are the positions on which the discrete

approximations of a continuous problem are sought. Let 0 denote the set of all

nodes oi.

Definition. 1 A template

-€, T 01i o 0, 2, • . O n :

is a topological structure of the set 0 in which all nodes oi maintain the same
0 proximity relation with each other as they have in the solution region Q.

*:.. Intuitively, T is the pattern of the distribution of the set 0. For example, there

are four templates in Fig. 4.1. They all have the same number of nodes, but they

are associated with four different topological structures. The first three come from

R 1, RI and R3 respectively. The second and fourth templates are both from R 2 , but

they have different topological relationships among the nodes. We consider them

to be different templates.

Given a template T, construct n Cartesian products of R° and oi, Si = R8 x oi,

i = 1. 2,..., n, where R' is an s-dimensional vector space. Now define set

* Each element in T,,* consists of n ordered pairs6:

(< X,o >,< z2,02 >..,< Xn,o >).

If there is no confusioa, we may also abbreviate the notation as

'Actually, Q can exist in any space.
'To simplify the typesetting, we will not express all the following concepts by their real topological

picture, but by a linear array of n ordered pairs.

,4

. .
r . %- ,* -" %
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01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08

0 0 0 0

07 08

04 05 0

01 02 03

07 0

03 04

05 
06

0- 02

'.'.Figure 4.1: Four different templates

O7 O
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where xi or x,, are s-dimensional vectors. In physics, xi or xo, can be interpreted

as the state variables for node o. Each xi or x, is defined on the node o, on the

template T.

A template vector space which we may abbreviate as template space over

R ° is the set 7" with operations, addition and scalar multiplication, which are

defined as follows: let

X = (< z ,o01 > ,< 2,0o2 > ,... < , On > )I

= {Xol, '"02 1,Yon,,

- {o,!/o," ", ~Y ,,

and

zX + Y = (< XI + YI,o01 >,...,< Xn + YniOn )

= {o 1 +Yo 1 ,...,xo'. +yo},

aX (< aXI,o01 >, < aX2, 02 >,..-< az,,, ),

= { x 1, aXo2 ,"... Iato}.

Under these definitions, T7" is a linear space.

Each element X E Tn is called a template vector.

For example, Fig. 4.2. presents four template vectors which are associated with
the corresponding template in Fig. 4.1.

Let Z denote the summation over all nodes oi E 0. Define the operation of
0' E0*scalar product of two template vectors z and y as follows:

I

(X, Y)T =E Xiyi)
o, EO

where (z,, yo,) is the scalar product of two s-dimensional vectors. We may in-

tuitively think of this operation as matching the two template vectors together,

d

'1

I
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X(01) X(02) X(03) X(04) X(05) X(06) X(07) X(O8)

0 0 00- 0 00 0

(0) X(O8)

Z(04),S(

X(Oi) X(02) X(03)

X(07') '(

X(03) ;-X(04)

/ x( ) (068)

X(01) --(02)

X(07) -T(OS)

X(05) (06)

X(03 I DX(04)

Figure 4.2: Four different template vectors
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forming the scalar products for the matching pairs, and then summing the prod-

ucts. By the length (or norm) of a template vector in this space we mean the

quantity

It is easy to see that 7T is a Euclidian space under this operation.

In order to simplify the notation, the following discussion will assume s = 1. Let

T denote T,. Thus there is only one state variable on each node. In the appendix,

we will remove this restriction and generalize to other spaces.

Given a template vector space T, a template operator space over 7n can be

introduced as follows: let
T. =<; 0,o2," on

be the template of T. Construct n Cartesian products
~~Qj ="T x oi, i =1.,n.

Let

£= Q1 x Q2 x... x Q..

Each element L E C consists of n ordered pairs

L = [< R,,oi >, < R2,o >,'"- , < Rn,on >]1

or simply

L = [R,,,2,..., R],

* •where R, or R,, is a template vector in T associated with the node o, in the template

A template operator space over T is the set C with two operations addition

and scalar multiplication which are defined as follows: let

L, = [< R,, ol >, < R2, o2 >,., < Rn, On >]1

= (Rol,, Ro2,... Ro"1]1

'Here the subscript I of L means this expression is a left form of a template operator. Late, we
will introduce its rlghl form

.- %
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L2 =[< Akl, 01 >, < Ak, 02 >, ... , I< kn, on >11
= I/o, ..,k.,

and

: z + 2 =[< R1 +Jk, ol >,., < .n + Ih,, 0. > 11

S= (Ro + k[cI '-o. 9 Ron + ,oR,,

~aL = [< aRj, ol >, < aR2, o2 >,..., < aR., On >]1,

= [ aR °, , a R -2,. .., Ct R ],.I

Under these definition, C is a linear space.

Let

be a template in T and

- L [R, ,R 2 , R.],

be a template operator in C. Define the operation of L on x as follows:
.1

y= Lx

= [R l,, 0 ,.. ,R0 .JI

= {(o,, -)T, (RGo, -) -,.... (Ro., ( T)R-}

where (Ro, x) denotes the scalar product of the template vectors Ro, and x. We see

that y is again a template vector in T. Under this definition, L is a linear operator,

• mapping T into T. In another words, L maps z to y, and y is the image of x under

this mapping. L is called a template operator of the template space

Ro is called an operating template or input template of the template op-

erator L for node oi. Let lo,(o,) denote the component of Ro, associated with the

node o so that

m. Rol = (< lo, (01),o01 >, < 1o,(02),o02 >,...< o, (on),IOn >).-

l I0(o,) is called the center element of the operator template for node oi.

'AN
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.,( 4 ''1.,/o(0-5) (6

to((O2) ,( ) o.( )

An in-web for node 5 in second template space

,1- to0(-., to06)
1Z,(03) ,,." .. ! - °(04)

lo,,0o (02)'

An In-Web for Node 1 in Fourth Template Space

Figure 4.3: Two in-webs

Given an operating template R, we may construct a directed graph in which

for each

1o,(Oj) # 0

we put a path from node oi to node oi. This graph is a picture of how the operating

template collects the information from the nodes which have non zero coefficients

1,(o,) and forms the value of the image y at node oi. We call this graph represen-

tation of an operating template an in-web of the template operator for node oi.

Figure 4.1 shows two examples of in-webs. The in-web in the first picture, with

four paths to node 5 from its neighbors, corresponds to a 5-point stencil for node

five.

The structure of the left form of a template operator for the second template

04
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" T Ao,

OPP - -, R o sR.

" I I I

I I
II i I Ii

iI I I I

~ ~ I- - 4- - -- -_4 _ -6.__6.__

,~ R. R.,'t--- o

III

Si I 1i iI

R. R 102 R.,1

I I I i R i
I I I I v i

asI l i I

I i II I I

Figure 4.4: A template operator in the second template space

. space in Fig. 4.1 has the following arrangement:

0

R,,1 110 R03

By expanding R0 , to unveil its internal structure, we may obtain the the picture in

Fig. 4.4:

If we map the template vector to a conventional vector (using the same ordering
as the nodes have), then the template operator corresponds to an n × n matrix as

S,
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follows:

o(O) Io,(02) ... to.(O )

A-

Lo( )0" Jo( ) °xo n

It is easy to see that the operating template R,, for node o, corresponds to the row

i of matrix A. Now let

el = (< 1,ol >,< 0,o2 >,..,< 0,o, >)I

e2 = (< 0, 01 >,< 1, 02 >,.. I , , >),

en =(< 0,ol >5<002>,...7< 1,o. >).

It is easy to see that {ei,i = 1,.. ,n} is the basis of space T.

Applying L to the basis, we have

Le, = {{l 1,(oj, l,.(oi),. ,1,,.(o)}} i = 1,...,n.

Let C0 , denote Lei, i = 1,... , n. C., are another set of templates which can be used

to represent the template operator L. We call Co, the image template or output

template for node oi, because it is the image of ej under the mapping L. We may

also interpret it as the distribution of the output for L unit source at node ai under

* this mapping. Again, oi is called the center of this image template and lo(O() the

center element of the image template.

We can see from the definition that the image template of the node o, corresponds

to the i-th column in the corresponding matrix we mentioned above.

Analogous to the in-web, another graph called the out-web for node oi may be

constructed, in which we include a path from oi to o, whenever 10,(o) 54 0 in an

image template. In this graph all paths start at node o, and indicate which nodes

are directly influenced by the node oi. The pictures in Fig. 4.5 are two out-webs for

f.

" l~ -- ~~
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1l1S(04) l(0s) l(06)

1o,(o ) 1,(0.) 1,(0)

An out-web for node 5 in second template space

1", ( 07?) lo, ( 08s)

1"'(0 3) I -- ~l(04)
'0 - 'J6-

to,(,,,) 1.,(02)
An Out-Web for Node 1 in Fourth Template Space

Figure 4.5: Two out-webs

the node os of the second template space and for the node 01 in the fourth template

space in Figure 4.1, respectively.

Now the right form of a template operator can be defined as:

L = [< C1,o-D >, < C2, o2 >,...< C,,o,, >1,

or simply
L =[C.1,,C ....,C.,.],.

Then the right product of a template vector and a template operator can be intro-

duced as follows:

z=yL = Y[Oo,,00o, ... 0 o,,,

= {(Y,O°,)T,(Y, Oo)T,' ,(Y,Oo.)T}.

It is interesting to compare this operation with the corresponding operation

z = yA in a matrix structure. There, the matrix A keeps the same form while the

04
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vector y needs to be transposed as a row vector. Here, the template vector y keeps

the same form, but the operator needs to be expressed as a right form in order to

obtain an operation consistent with the left form. The rule for deciding when we

should use the right or left form of a template operator is simple: if L appears on

the right of the operand , the right form is used and vice versa. We will see that

with these two kinds of products the multiplication of two tmplate matrices can

be expressed very simply.

Let

A = [Ro,,". ,Rq]i
-[cQ ...

B ~= [,R0o,, R,, •,R,,~

0w = [C,, C,,..., C..],

and

= ABC=,

01 7 02

c[ tC'o' 1 c ... , C 11]

It is easy to verify that

DAB = AMC C' ,..C',,

= [AC' ,,AC'I,..,AC'I]

= [,B,R,..., ,,]Bj

R"j = RB , B,.,,B]

=''I o R.. , I ,

= f(., C,, -, Rj,
C"o 0i AC'o,

=[R.,, ,R.. R,]i,',
= (R,,'-., ( o,,O',)T}
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Each element in the product of two template operators is a scalar product of a

operating template of A and an image template of B. An operating template of D

is a left product of the operating template of A for the same node and the operator

B. An image template of D is a right product of the operator A and the image

template for the same node. It is easy to see the relationship with the operation of

multiplying a row and a column in the matrix structure.

The transpose of any linear operator L can be simply obtained by swapping the

input template and output template for each node.

LT =[Co,,Co,...,Coj]

= [Rol,,R, ... IRJ].

For a seif-adjoint operator, we have R4 , = Co,, oi E 0.

Corresponding to the concept of diagonal dominance in row or in column for the

matrix structure, a template operator is center dominant in output or in input if

I l,(o,) l> l,(oi), for all o E 0,
! o$ EO

or

1 lo,(o,) I> l,(o,), for all o, e 0,
GO

0, 0°,

is true.

Although we have also developed other new concepts for template operators, we

will not present them here, since they are not directly related to the discussion in

the next section. The interested reader can refer to the Appendix B.

4.4 Estimates of the Decay of Inverse Operators

In this section we will concentrate on the discussion of a decay phenomenon for

the inverse of a sparse template operator. As with the matrix structure, if there

are only few non-zero elements in a template operator we call it a sparse template

operator.

44i
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e stands for first influencing wavefront of the Q node

E stands for second influencing wavefront of the Q node

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 E 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 * D 0 e 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 E) 0 V ED 0 o o o o

0 0 0 E 0 0 o o o o 0

Figure 4.6: First and second influenced wavefronts

To describe the decay phenomenon more precisely, we need to introduce two

important concepts: kth influencing wavefront and k"h influenced wavefront of the

node o in a template operator. Let

W02(400 = O,

be the center of the influenced wavefront for node oi,
9.

W (o,) = {o I 1,(o,) 0,oj # o,}

be the set of all nodes except node o for which the corresponding elements in

the output template C., are non-zero. W ,(oi) is called the immediate or first

influenced wavefront of the node oi. The k influenced wavefront of the node o

can be defined recursively:

Definition. 2 The kth influenced wavefront of the node o, Wo,)(o),is a set of

nodes ot defined aj follows:

k-IJA=
-" w t~o,)(U aU

Fig. 4.6 shows the first and the second influenced wavefronts of a node oi.

$
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Likewise, let

i o)= a,

be the center of the influencing wavefront for node oi,

WiVn) (o,) = {oj I lo,(O) 3 0, 0j 5 o,}

be the set of all nodes except node oi for which the elements in the input template

R0, are non-zero. W(')(oi) is called the first influencing wavefront of node o,

Definition. 3 The kt" influencing wavefront of the node o, W( k)(o,),ts a set of

nodes ol defined as follows:

W (o) = U i(0 - U Win)(Oo.).
0-)=0

It is clear from the definition that

W ,(oi)N n w,,t oi) =

-W},)(o,) n wo)(o,) = o,

and s

Pq

o-= U W (o,)= U Wj)(o,).
~j-=O j=fO

where p v and the p and q are the largest integers for which the W(o,) and

W(})(oi) are not empty. Here p and q both depend on node oi. To simplify the

* notation, we will not explicitly express this dependence. For many important appli-
e.' cations, o) and (o) ae compact in the sense that the first influenced and

influencing wavefronts are located in a small area in the solution space. For P.D.E.

applications, the number of elements in W(')(oi) or W(j'(oi) is typically bounded

by a constant which is independent of the mesh size. We often call this property

the locality of the operator. Ia terms of the graph representation, we have the

following results which will be useful later.

"Here we assume the operator is irreducible.

0,
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Lemma 4.1 The k-th influenced wavefront is the set of nodes to which the shortest

path from node oi is of length k.

Similarly, the k-th influencing wavefront is the set of nodes from which the

shortest path to node o, is of length k.

Let V(o,) and U(o,) be the first influencing and influenced wavefront for node o,

of the k-th power of template operator L. We have9 :

Lemma 4.2
k

-U w (o,)= V(o,),
.2=1

and
A' k

Uw (o,) = U(o,).
Ad.l

The two kinds of wavefronts characterize how influences are propagated to or

from other nodes graphically.

The identical template operator I is as follows:

I = V,,, 1,,4 ,., -1On]( = [o,, 021,. .. , t o.]

where

4 = {tl,(Oj) = ,ij Io1 E o}.

The template vector Io is a structure corresponding to the base vector in a ordinary

vector space; both have only one element which islIand the rest are zeros.

Let

.= (R-1 R- 1 ... ,R 11

[C-' CZ' Co->g,

,O0.9 be the inverse of the operator L where

R-10 0i0

A-

'Here, we ignore the possibility of cancellation producing new zeros.

i4
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are the input and output templates of the node oi for L - ', respectively. It is easy

to see that the input template R- 1 of the inverse is a discrete Green's function for

node oi. (R., f) is the solution of the equation

Lx = f

on node oi. Intuitively, if L is a finite approximation of a linear differential operator

and the mesh is fine enough the following is true:

(R-o, f) j G(P, Q)f(Q)drQ

and
I.-'(oi) G (o,, o,)AQ.

Let

":1 -! ~~II R1, 11j2 - (,(o) ,
R-0 1 oEO

11 ci 112C = E (l10,(o,))2.
,o EO

'.

1I R- 1 112 approximates the norm of the Green's function

]G(P, Q)2 dTQ

if the linear operator is a discretized linear differential equation and the mesh size is

small enough. The norm 11 R-1 II is bounded by a constant which is independent of
the mesh size if this finite approximation is stable. The structures of the continuous

and discrete operators are more consistent for the template space than for the

traditional vector space for the matrix structure.

Let XA be the characteristic function on the subset A. Construct two new

sequences of template vectors
+.(kO ) 0 R-1

= X ,)(o,) o0

n= { (k) (o ), n(k)(02), . - - , ()(oN)J,

p.,

p.k

!Rj'Ij11
, -6 -
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0%1

= {m(k) (01), M (k)(02j), M , N~

Awhere p and q are the largest integers for which W(P)(o1 ) or W,(q(oi) are not empty,

and N is the number of the nodes for this template operator. By the above defini-

tion, we have:

0 ;(, elsewhere,

W(k

m~oJ h1 o0, elsew here.

In another words, p1(k) only gathers the elements of C'1 on the k-th influenced

wavefront and Q~k) gathers the elements of R-1 on the k-th influencing wavefront.

Let

(k) -wn 1i (0)

0, e WZ (0)

We have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1 If there is an integer k > 2 such that Win)(oi) is not empty, then

for any such integer k the following inequality holds:

*~ Q - 011 7k R-'11 (4.2)

- where -y < 1 and depends only on the condition number of the operator L. A

* corresponding result for the k"h influenced wavefront is also true:

2 : y j C - 1I
R-k 11 2 (4.3) ~ *N.
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Proof The proofs of (4.2) and (4.3) are parallel. Here we present the proof for

(4.2). From the definition of an inverse, we have:

LC,: = 10..

Construct two sequences of template vectors:

R(k) =- U

= {(k)(o01),z1(k)(o 2 ),..., ON)}

k =1,=.= (k(01), Z")(o2),-. ,~k (ON)},

By the definition, we have:

0, o3 E U W ,('p(ol),
)(k)( J +1

1-'(0j) p y.P1O

0, o0iO E UI ut";(o)0.

0, oi E U W.(o(0).
,=k+2

It is clear that the non-zero patterns of Wk) and W'(-2) do not overlap. Now,
II (k) 11 = tP ) 'l/

* U R1~ = 11 p(k) 11211/2
j=k+l

= II L-LR II
I"; ___ < L-' WI w(k) I

< I -  I w )
- wyk- 2 ) j

J. IL-'ii L(R(k) - R(k-2 )) j

<. KL (Rk) - Rk - 2 )) II

< "L i P( ) + pi(k-1)

Ii
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The rest of the proof can be completed by the following lemma [Dem77]:

Lemma 4.3 Let {ai}i>o be a sequence of nonnegative numbers. If there is a K > 0

so that k _. . Kak-1 for all k > 1 , then a, <_ [K/(K + 1 )]ks0 for all k > 1,

where so = Ei>o ai

If a matrix has only real eigenvalues or is positive definite, a stronger result can

be obtained. Here we present the result for a positive definite template operator.

Theorem 4.2 If L is a positive definite template operator, then

k k+ 1 II R II, (4.4)

4 +l< 2 aI c71 II. (4.5)

Proof. The proof of (4.4) is rather easier. Apply the optimal Chebychev iteration

to the equation

Lrz 10o

and choose the initial guess -
(°) = 0, where I, is the output template of the identity

operator for node oi. We know that the solution of this equation is the input

template R- 1 of L-1 for node o,. The k-th iteration X(k) has the error bound

XI z ( k ) - R ' -2 P C - 1 )0i 11:5 2 x(°) -R-'
( ~ o,-C + I .

Since z(°) = 0, X(k)(o) = O, o E 0 - V(o) and

II k) 11<11 X(k) - R0 II

Using the same argument with

Lz 0,

we can prove (4.5).

0S
I I~
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These two bounds are rather pessimistic, but we can still derive some very useful

results from them. For example, apply the Crank-Nicolson scheme to a parabolic

boundary protblem
au

+Cu /, = x E x (o,T],
Lu = g, x E r x (O,T],

Ut(X, 0) U'()

where

k

lu -cu + d "
8n

a, > 0, b, c and d > 0. It is known that the condition number of the resulting linear

4system has the bound [Kuz87
"" lt, <C'r-2

ICL : C-rh

where r is the time step and h is the spatial mesh interval. If we choose r . h,

then asymptotically, we have

:II R ) Ih Ce -1

where d kh is the distance between the node oi and the node in the k-th wavefront.

There is almost no influence to node o, from those nodes which are a few wavefronts

away. Thus, if we apply t to this problem, the overlapping needed is very small.

For a higher-dimensional problem where decay of the norm of the wavefront does

occur, the average size of an element in the k-th wavefront even diminishes faster,

o since the number of elements in k-th wavefronts will increase when k increases.

The number of elements in each wavefront is proportional to k(*-') where a is the

., dimension of the solution space, but the bound on the rate of decrease in (4.2),

(4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) depends only upon the condition number of the operator.

Because the condition number of approximations to the model problem is only

weakly related to the dimensionality of the solution space, the individual elements

*~.' of the inverse operator decrease faster in a higher-dimensional grid, explaining the

faster convergence of WM for higher- dimensional problems.
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Unfortunately, these bounds still cannot guarantee that the norm of the k-th

wavefront of the input or output template of the inverse will decay as k increases.

In Section 4.2, we presented illustrative counterexamples and explained how bouids

such as (4.2) and (4.3) can permit growth. The conditions of sparsity or positive-

definiteness are not strong enough to ensure that decay will occur. Here we will

present a sufficient condition which will yield decay.

For simplicity, in the following discussion we rescale the template operator L so

that

Io,(o,) = 1, for all o E 0.

If a template operator is output or input strictly center dominant, then we have

the following result.

Theorem 4.3 Let L = I - B be a sparse template operator and 11 B j¢ - - < 1,

then 11, I p.(k)I11. <5 _11 e(k-" 1) o (4.6)

If II 1, =y< 1, then
I1 Q*(")11. :57i 1k1 -)Iloo. (4.7)

Proof. First note that II B 11. < 1 or 1 B [1, < 1 are equivalent to saying that L

is input or output center dominant, respectively. Another important fact for the

proof is the following: if

oi E w"(o,),

from Lemma 4.1 we have

in (o,) C U --(O)
I=k-I

This means that the input template R,, only has non-zero elements in the (k- 1)-th

or higher influenced wavefronts of the node oi. Similarly, if

,o E W k (o,),

then
W,(o) WO(o).

1=k-1

op
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The proof of (4.6) and (4.7) are parallel. Let's prove (4.6).
Vi we have

LC.-, = (R.1, C,;1,)Tr, --- R.,-)

and

(RO,,C,.1)T + 1.o~il1o) lo)~(~

OAhIEW(~ I(a,)

= x: l.(j)!.i (Ok) + l;1(Oj)

{1, 2=j.

First, we prove: when k =p, (4.6) is true. Let oi be the node in W,,. (oj) such that

l;1i(o,) - (p) ~o

Then we have

=0,

l;i(oj) I= 11 p(P) ~ ~(j I11(ok)

Since Wi(o,(0) C W-(J)(01 ) U W(T)0)

+ I lO(Oj) 11 Pi (P-l) 110 (4.8)

If:ZI1: P(P' 11. (we i 2ou d nldt 1 Y < , ? contradiiction. Thus we

004 -
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Using reverse induction, suppose
ip P L _ 711 pil) [j, k = k + 1,-.,p

is true. Let oj be the node in WO(oj) such that

1-1(o) schp(k)

Then we have

(Ro,,C;')T = 2 loh(Oj);(oh) + l1(o)

=0,

4 I l;,(o,) I= II~1I1op<(k) 2 I lo(oJ) II -,(ok) I.

ohEWi.)(oj)

Since
Wi(.)(oj) C U Wj,(o,),

Ilk-1

we have

II {'Io <i~ ~ (~0hEUw I(0f, l.(O,) p(k)Io

oA-E{ 0 W-)°"n )

+( I P jj-) (4.9)

As with in (4.8), II p,(h)Io > P (-') will lead to a contradiction. We therefore
have

I p(k)I1 < 711 P(h-)Io k = 1,.. ,p.

The proof is completed.
Notice that II B 11. < 1 does not ensure the conclusion of (4.7). There is a

mistake in a theorem dealing with a diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrix in a
recent paper of Rong-Qing Jia. He claims that II B IL < 1 could yield a sharp

6l
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estimate for both columns and rows. A simple counter-example is the following

matrix, which is row diagonally dominant but not column diagonally dominant:

-56.1 35

21 -55.1 34

21 -54.1 33 0

21 -53.1 32

A=

21 -35.1 14
* 21 -34.1

The inverse of this matrix exponentially decays in its columns but not in its rows.

If we loosen the condition of strictly center dominant to center dominant, then

following are true:

;ii < H p~k-)i (4.10)

or 11I Ql~k)II1. <5 I1 Qs*-,) 11. (4.11)

We may also derive a simple bound as follows:

Theorem 4.4 Let L = I - B be a sparse linear operator. If 11 B 11 =,y < 1, then
(k) 7 k+1II R! 1 < f. , (4.12)

If 1 B II, = < 1, then
11 cil")i11_< 1 ? (4.13)

Proof: If 11 B 11.o < 1, we have L -  Zo-o Bj and Ci, = ,0 BJ) . ,. From

lemma 4.2, it follows that

-R 
)  ( _ B )o,

n=k+l

0 4 .. . . . . . • ... . . . . " ' " :' " "
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Consequently,
PM .0< k+1

n=k+l 00

The proof of (4.13) is parallel with the proof of (4.12).

For an M-matrix A, there is a diagonal matrix D > 0 such that DA is strictly

diagonally dominant. Applying this result to the corresponding template operator,

the exponential decay law can then be applied to the new operator.

It is also very interesting that for some problems (e.g. the five point discrete

Laplace operator in a rectangle, which we will analyze in detail in the next chapter),

the operator is not center dominant in the physical space, but is center dominant

in the Fourier space.

The concept of the wavefront also allows us to discuss the exponential decay for

some random sparse linear operators without ordering the nodes since there is no

ordering relationship involved in the definitions of the influencing and influenced

wavefronts.

-.,



Chapter 5

Model Problem Analysis

The exponential decay law presented in the last chapter has shown that there is a

relationship between the overlap and the convergence of WAJ A general quantitative

relation is very hard to derive for arbitrary cases. A common approach is to analyze

prototype model problems. In this chapter we present spectral radius analyses of the

Schwarz splitting (*5) for model problems in one- and higher-dimensional solution

spaces. We have found that the convergence speed of WAM is a function of the

overlap, the geometries of the subregions, the frequency of the Fourier component

and the dimension of the solution space.

The relationship between convergence and the area of the overlap has been

observed previously. Miller [Mil65] proved a result for the case of two overlapping

rectangles, while Kantorovich and Krylov mentioned in their convergence proof

that the convergence rate is related to the geometries of the subregions. They were

mainly interested in solving elliptic equations in irregular regions; an analysis for

applications motivated by parallel processing and composite grids has not been

carried out. Our analyses extend the earlier work in the following respects:

" The number of the subregions can be an arbitrary finite number.

" A quantitative relation between the convergence and the shapes of the subre-

gions is shown.

" A relation between the convergence and the dimension of the solution space

.1' is explored.

" For two- or higher-dimensional solution spaces, the analyses are carried out in

Fourier space. The convergence speeds for different frequencies are presented.

69
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o An analysis of higher-order finite difference schemes is carried out.

These analyses have provided guidelines for implementing an efficient parallel algo-

rithm for the solution of elliptic PDE's.

5.1 One-Dimensional Case

There is no practical reason for paralellizing the solution of a one-dimensional

model problem, but the analysis of this problem provides some results useful for

the higher-dimensional cases. It also makes the whole analysis more complete.

The model problem in one dimension which we will consider is

Y"(X) = f W, x E (0, 1),

y(o) = a; y() =

After discretization using a centered second order method, the resulting linear sys-

tem is

T"' = b, (5.1)

where

T = Tridiagonal{1, -2, 11}xn.

The 4M for solving this problem divides the region into k overlapping subregions

Q, I = 1,..- , k as shown in Figure 5.1. (To simplify the analysis we assume the

overlap pattern is uniform. Similar conclusions can be deduced for more general

cases.)

Let h be the grid size, t the length of the overlap and ?7 the length of every

subregion. Then let n + 1 = I = and m + 1 = The circular points in Figure

5.1 are the boundaries of the subregions. A natural way to implement WAM is to

firguess some "reasonable" initial values on the artificial boundaries and then to
.'. solve these subproblems separately. Next, use the solutions of these subproblems

to update the values on the artificial boundaries and proceed iteratively until the

solutions on the overlapping regions converge. If we solve on these subregions in a

natural order, each succeeding subregion takes its boundary values from the new

0

.F
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Qk1I.~~ ___ ___ ___ ___ __

Figure 5.1: One--dimensional overlapping grid.

solution on the previous subregion. As we have shown in Chapter 3, this procedure

I: is equivalent to applying the block Gauss-Seidel method to the Schwarz enhanced

equation (SB"):

Tmm

Em Tm Fm

-... . .(5.2)

E, Tm Fm

L" E,,. T.

4 =(T,., oIk +E,,,Lk +F. m9Uk) = b.

The corresponding block Gauss-Seidel iteration for this equation is as follows:

-" (E,. 0 Lk + Tm 0 I):(k+l) - -(F U) (k) + b. (5.3)

The quantities above are defined as:

" E,: an m x rn matrix with zero elements everywhere except for 1 in position

(1.m- 1+).

N',
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* Fm: an m x m matrix with zero elements everywhere except 1 in position

(M,l1).

elk: a k x k identity matrix.

* Lk: a k x k matrix with zero elements everywhere except for i's on the sub-

diagonal.

e Uk: a k x k matrix with zero elements everywhere except for I's on the su-

perdiagonal.

As we showed in Chapter 3, (5.1) and (5.2) are equivalent. Therefore, the

convergence analysis of W$j is reduced to calculating the eigenvalues of the block

Jacobi matrix J = M-1 N of the *where

M T.m(9Ik,

N E,.(9Lk +F.m®Uk.

If we multiply out M'1N then

J =(Z. (9Ik)-'(Em®(9Lk + F.m Uk)

= (T; 1 0Ik)(Em. 0Lk + F.(9Uk)

= (T,E) 9Lk +(T;'Fm.) 9Uk

.-mLk +Fm Uk,

where km and Pm, have almost all zero elements except columns (m - 1 + 1) and 1,

respectively. The rank of this matrix is clearly at most 2(k - 1). After some row

and colulmn exchanges J can be transformed to J, which is similar to J:

- J T F (n-2k)x(n-2k) C(n..2k)x2k

L0O2kx(n-2k) J~X~
where

G =D'o Ik±+E'(&Li,+ F'OUk,

10 10
E#- [a0 ' F' =I l

0. 0I 0a
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_ 1 m+l-l

a- b
(m+l) (+l)

It is clear that Aj E (0 U AG), where Aj and AG are the eigenvalues of matrices J

and G, respectively. Using matrix polynomial theory we may obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.1 If a < b then AG satisfies the following equation:

A2 + 2 * a * cos 0* AG + a2 - b2 = 0

where the parameter 0 is the root of the following equation:

os . + 2 sin((k- 1)9) (54)
\cosa+ -sin - sin .

I

The proof of this theorem is lengthy and has nothing to do with the discussion of

" j f. We present it in an appendix.

Let

p = max{i AG J} max{I Ai, J},

it is easy to show that p corresponds to the smallest root 0" of equation (5.4). In

particular, if k = 2

p =b

and if k = 3
p= -b-

Now we can immediately observe some important facts about WI:

1. First, the spectral radius of J only depends on the number of subregions k

and the overlapping area a. If both k and a are independent of the mesh size

h, then the convergence of W1M is also independent of h. Figure 5.2 shows the

distribution of the roots 0 when k = 4,5,6, 7, with a = 0.4 and b = 0.6 for all

four values of k. As k increases, the curve for the left hand side of equation

(5.4) remains the same, while the frequency of the jumps in the curve for

- 'r'-+I5 '+I l
'

rl:1" -"1 t+-I .,i++ +l+:m . +,-i ~-., + -.+ , -- . ... . .. . . - .'
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the right hand side increases. We can see that the smallest root of equation

(5.4) moves leftward when k is increased. This implies that p increases if k is

increased. From these pictures we can also see that matrix G has 2k distinct

real eigenvalues when a < b.

'p 2. For the cases of k = 2 and 3, we notice that when the overlapping area

V increases, p decreases, and when k increases, p incr-ases. These conclusions

also are valid for the general case (k > 2). We cannot give a closed form

solution for k greater than 5, but the numerical results indicate that these

results hold. Figure 5.3 1 shows the theoretical and computational values of

p. The computational results (denoted by D, A etc..) are very well matched

with the theoretical values. This picture also indicates that the conclusions

we mentioned are general.

3. Furthermore, the *U of the matrix T,, has Property A(r) [You7l], thus the

Gauss-Seidel iteration can certainly be improved by the SOR acceleration.

Since p is known, the optimal relaxation parameter can be estimated exactly
A' (see Chapter 6 for detailed discussion).

'Increasing Pc 1 /m corresponds to increasing overlap.

04
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Figure 5.2: The distributions of the roots for different k.
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Figure 5.3: Theoretical and computational values of the squared spectral radius for
the block Jacobi iteration matrix in the 1-D case.
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5.2 Two- and Higher-Dimensional Cases

Two-dimensional model problems are commonly used to test numerical methods

for the solution of elliptic PDE's. Here we use a method which combines Fourier

analysis with the method used in the last section to analyze the application of

to the two-dimensional model problem. The same approach can be applied in

higher-dimensional cases.

The Poisson equation in two-dimensions is:
a2U a 2U

x --- = f(x, Y), (x, y) E (0,1) x (0,1), (5.5)

U Ir = g(x, Y). (5.6)

Using central differences we obtain a discretization of this equation:

Ax = b, (5.7)

where

A = T. ®9I1 +A 1.0.

This is of the same form as we obtained in the one-dimensional case, with h being

the mesh size and n + 1 = .. If we cover (0,1) on the x axis with k subregions

as in the one-dimensional case, then the solution area is covered by k overlapping

rectangles as shown below 2

If we apply M to these overlapping subregions, then it is equivalent to applying

the Gauss-Seidel method to the following /:

Wm.F,,,

E, W.F

. (5.8)

E. W. F .

L0 E,, W" J

= {W, 04+ (14, E,.) 0 Lk + (I. F.) Ukji=b,
2The subregions are shifted upwards to improve visibility of the overlapping pattern.
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Il

Figure 5.4: Two-dimensional overlapping grid.

where

W, =T,, Im,+n. 0Tm., EI1n®9Em, FI=n1®0F..

In order to analyze the convergence of W$A( we need to study the spectral radius

of the block Jacobi iterative matrix of the ~

where

M = W.,0I, N =(1,,0 E.)®(9Lk + (r&®0F.) Uk.

We have the following result:

Theorem 5.2 The matrix J is similar to the matrix

6 D = [n 2 -2nk)X(n 2 -2nk) C(n2-2k)x2nk1

I 2nkx(fl2-2nk) Gnxn

where

G =Block -diagonal{D,}1, i =1,* n,

6L
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Di =D'OIk±+E'(&Lk + 'OUk,

El 0 D'= 10 F' = [
0 0 ' i 0 Oa,

sinh xmOi sinh (1 - n)mOi

= sinhm, ' = sinh mO '

cosh = 2 - cos - - i = 1,. -. n
•n +

and . = I/m is the overlap ratio. Let pi be the spectral radius of the Di, then each

pi is the convergence factor for the corresponding Fourier component of the error

in the approximation.

Proof. Let

U =(Xn®In)®I
L,

where X,, is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of the matrix

T,, and U is an orthogonal matrix. Note that UNUT - N. Then

JI = UJUT = UM-NUT

= (UMUT)-'N

= {((XTnXT! 0 I.) + In 0 T,,)- 0 Ik}N

= {(Dn 0 Im + I, ® T)- 9 Ik}N

where Dn is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of T,.

We know that there is a mn x mn permutation matrix P such that

P(A 9 B)PT=B0A

where A and B are any n x n and m x m matrices, respectively. So we have

P(In & E.)PT = E. ® I, P(In® Fm)PT = Fn ( In,

P(Dn (9 Im ®T)pT In D + TQ o I.

01!
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Notice that:

=Block- diagonal {t,}nxn,

j= Tridiagonal{1,y,lrmxm

Let Pb= P®I k. Then we have

= P{(D, ®9 1, + In Tm)' AIC PPN A

= (P(D. 0 1. + In T)-l ® Ik}{(Em 0 In) (9 Lk~ + (Fm®0 In) 0 Uk}

= (Q- 1 0 Ik){(En 0 In) 0 Lk + (Fn (9 In) 0 Uk)

(Q-1 (En 0 In)] 0 Lki + [Q(m . 01n)] 0 UJj-

As in the one--dimensional analysis, we can move all of the non-zero columns to

the last columns and the theorem follows.

Since the structures of these diagonal blocks are the same as those analyzed in

the one-dimensional case, we can find a tight estimate of pj, the spectral radius of

J, by using theorem 5.1. But here it is clear that

and thus we cannot derive a closed form of pj for general k, but we may use the

Gershgorin theorem to get a very good bound for pi.

Corollary 4

pi :5 a, + 01.

If we denote jA= . it is easy to estimate the asymptotic bound for pi (as h -*0):

Corollary 5 If k =2,
Pi 5sinh((l - rc)p1r)

pj sinh(pir)

If k >2,
sinh(tcpr) + sinh((1 - Ic)psr)

Pi~~~% :!Isn~r
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Figure 5.5: Theoretical and computational values of the squared spectral radius for
the block Jacobi iteration matrix in the 2-D cae.

Figure 5.5 3 shows that the estimate derived from the Gershgorin theorem is quite

accurate. The computational results (denoted by D, A etc..) are very close to the

theoretical curve. Note that the curves are the asymptotic bounds of pi.

From this theorem and its corollaries the following conclusions can be deduced:

* The convergence rate of V# is a function of the overlap ratio ic. If x is

aQ constant 4 , then the convergence rate of 4M is independent of the mesh size.

This is where the conclusion about optimal complexity comes from. If an

optimal algorithm is used for solutions of these subregions, the total compu-

tational work required for achieving a fixed accuracy is proportional to the

number of discrete unknowns.
3IncresSing I corresponds to increasing overlap. Note that the domain size increases with increas-

ing overlap when the subregion size is held fixed.
4This means that x is independent of the mesh size. We also assume here that the number of

subregions is independent of h.

6
- - - - - . ,b-
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O = 0.5 0.25 X = 0.03

st 3 f

Figure 5.6: Three two-dimensional overlapping grids.

" The convergence rate of AJM is also a function of the shape of the subregions,

specifically, a function of p. If the subregions are thin in the overlapping

direction (usually caused by increasing the number of subregions), then the

convergence rate is slow. This suggests that we should avoid slicing the do-

A main into many thin overlapping subdomains. A multidirection decomposition

strategy is proposed in the next chapter.

• As in the one-dimensional case, the M of the matrix A has property A00.

Therefore, some classical acceleration schemes can be applied.

" The convergence factor decreases monotonically when the frequency increases.

Furthermore, if the overlap is increased, the errors of high frequencies are

damped exponentially faster than for the smaller overlap. The picture above

shows three different overlapping grids. The corresponding table presents how

* the convergence factor pi is changing when the the overlap and frequency are

changed. The last column lists the number of iterations needed to reduce

-: the errors of the corresponding Fourier components by a factor of 10'. An

important message which can be obtained from this table is that we should

combine the strategies of increasing overlap and using multi-level grids. In

the following chapter we will discuss the accelerating strategies in detail.

d-,.
S 5 5 %
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Frequency i Matrix Di Number of
i ai i.p iterations

0.5 0.3794 0.3794 0.5366 18
0.25 0.1987 0.6754 0.7684 44

0.03 0.0256 0.9602 0.9729 420

0.5 0.0095 0.0095 0.0135 3
6 0.25 0.0037 0.1555 0.1574 -70.03 0.8058*10-1 0.8302 0.8306 62

0.5 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 2
11 0.25 0.3841.10 - 4 D.0338 0.0338 4

0.03 0 .9612*10-1 0.7126 0.7126 34

. 0.5 0.5067.10 - s T- *.5067.10- 5 0.7166.10 - s  1
* 16 .0.25 0.4423*10 - 7 - 0.0076 0.0076 3

0.03 0.1039*10 - 1 0.6141 0.6141 24

* 0.5 0.1409"10-' 0.1409"10-' 0.1987*10-6 1
21 0.25 0.5987*10 - 9 0.0018 0.0018 2

.1 0.03 0.1215*10 - 7 0.5320 0.5320 19

Table 5.1: Convergence factors for three two-dimensional overlapping grids.

,:. ._The model problem in a uniform p--dimensional cube is as follows:

P a2

UIr= g.
' As in the two-dimensional case, the cube is divided into k overlapping subcubes.

.' Figure 5.7 shows a 3--dimensional cube and its decomposition. The subcubes are

shifted upwards to improve the visibility of the pattern of overlap.

*- The same approach is used for this problem as for the former case. Before

% discussing the analysis, some notation needs to be defined. Let

= tridiagonal {1, -2, 1

and IP)(n) be the n x n identity matrix. If there is no confusion, we will use 10)

instead of I( 1)(n). We can recursively define the matrix5 derived from the model

'As in the two-dimensional case, a central difference scheme is used here.

0
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Figure 5.7: Three-dimensional overlapping grid.

problem in a p--dimensional cube as follows:

T()= TnP p=9 (1 +2,*1 ( T~l,

where
J(P) = J(-1

Let

X()= X,.
and

Then X(P is the orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes the matrix TnP) That is

X(P)Tn(P)(X(P)) T =-(P

where D(P = Diagonal {-2p + E cos qjir/(n + 1(f,.X,..).Tuthe discretiza-

tion of the p--dimensional model problem can be written as:

=nP b.
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The corresponding S and its Jacobi iterative matrix of the W are as follows:

T(~= {WP) 0 -1k+ (I(P-1)(n) 0 Em.) 0Lk +(I(P-')(n) 0 Fm,) 0 Uk}i

J(P) M- 1N

(W(P) 0 I(P- 1 )(k))-'((I(P-')(n) 0 Em) 0 L + (I(P')(n) 0 Fm) 0 Uk),

where

w,() = TOP- ) 9 I()(m) + I(P-)(n) 0 T 0 ).

A result which is very similar to that obtained in the two-dimensional case can be

obtained as foUows:

* Theorem 5.3 The matrix J(P) is similar to the matrix

. O(rP(2nk)P-1)x(nP-(2n))mk) (nP(2n)--x())-'

02kP1x (nP-(2nk)-1) LT(2nk)P- I x (2nk)P-
. where

where G = Block - -diagonal{D,},

D.= D oIk + E' 9Lk + F,, Uk,

EJ= D' ,0 F' =E Y 0 0 'V / 0 1 0

sinh KmO sinh(1 - ,c)mO,

=.sinhmOb ' = sinh mo,,

cosh 0, = 2 P - cos( ),

" = (Z,' i , = 1,.. , n.

The spectral radius of each D, is the convergence factor .;,)r the corresponding

Fourier component of the error in the approzimation.

Proof The proof is completely parallel with the two-dimensional case. We only

need to change the Fourier transform matrix from X(1) to X (P- 1).

There is also a corresponding result for the asymptotic bound:

.v.

sd
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, =0.5 =0.25 =0.03

Q 3 Q3 3

.LL
2

1- 1 1

Figure 5.8: Three three-dimensional overlapping grids.

Theorem 5.4 For the p-dimensional model problem the aiuymptotic bound for the

ipectral radiw of the block Jacobi iterative matriz of the W is:

sinh(v5_"Tcpir) + sinh(v T(1 - i)pv)

The following picture and table present examples similar to those presented

for the two--dimensional case. The same conclusions can also be found in higher-

dimensional cases. If we compare this table with Table 5.1, an interesting observa-

tion is that the convergence rate of the higher--dimensional case is faster. Actually,

we can derive this conclusion directly from Theorem 5.4. A more favorable result

is that the errors in the higher frequency components damp even faster than in

the two--dimensional case. Thus the strategy of a multi-level grid will be more

successful.

5.3 Higher-Order Approximation Cases

In this section we will discuss the convergence behavior of .f" for higher-order

approximations to separable elliptic PDE's.

......
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Frequency K Matrix D,j Number ofI i = ajj _ pi, iterations

[ 0.5 0.2998 0.2998 0.4239 14
1 0.25 0.1622 0.6164 0.6923 32

S0.03 0.0218 0.9518 0.9627 302

0.5 0.0014 0.0014 0.0020 2
6 0.25 0.3748*10-' 0.0722 0.0724 5

0.03 0.9105*10- 4  0.7689 0.7690 44

0.5 0.6625*10-5  0.6625.10 -  0.9369.10 -  1

11 0.25 0.6101*10 -' 0.0085 0.0085 3
0.03 0.1445*10 -  0.6207 0.6207 125 1
0.5 0.3820.10-' 0.3820.10- z 0.5402.10- 7  1

16 0.25 0.1255*10-1 0.0011 0.0011 2
0.03 0.2383*10 - w 0.5050 0.5050 17

0.5 0.2869*10-1 0.2869*10- 0.4058*10-1 1
-- 21 0.25 0.3543*10-11 0.1524*10- 3 0.1524*10 -  2

Tl.0.03 0.5055*10-11 0.4153 0.4153 14

Table 5.2: Convergence factors for three three-dimensional overlapping grids.

The two-dimensional separable elliptic problem on the rectangle [0, 1] x [0, 1]

may be stated as follows:

-(P (X) U) + -(P 2 (y) U) + (q1(X) + q2(Y))U = (X, Y),

U r= g(x, y).

where

P (X),P2(y) _> 6 > 0

Here the unknown U(z, y) will be approximated by tensor-product B-splines. When

the Rayleigh-Ritz-Galerkin discretization using this approximation is applied to the

above equation, it gives rise to a matrix equation

Az = b,

where the matrix A is of the form

A =M.0Sy+S.0My.

.:.
U
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If the B-splines are of order k, then the matrices M,, My, S., S. are 2k - I banded

matrices arising naturally in one-dimensional problems. Moreover, M., M,, are

symmetric positive definite and S., S, are symmetric semidefinite. We will not

discuss the derivation of this system here. Interested readers can refer to the paper

[KW84].

Let the decomposition of the solution region be the same as in the two-dimensional

case. After a slightly more complicated derivation, we may obtain the 5BW of the

matrix A as follows:
W, F.

E. W2 F.
.1=. .. .. 0.

00

E. Wk-_ Fm

E,.Wk

where

E. = Lli (9 Syt + L2i 0 My,

F = Uli 0 Sy + U~i 0 My-

*Here the matrices M and Si are the B--spline matrices from the subregion f2, while

the matrices Li, and U,, are matrices with zero elements everywhere except for

a lower or upper triangular matrix at the position (1, m - I - d) or (m, 1) which

"* is related to the boundary conditions on these artificial boundaries. Because the

detailed definitions of these matrices depend on the particular approximation, we

will not discuss them here. An example will be presented later.

In contrast with the case in the last section, we cannot use a Fourier transfor-

o mation to diagonalize both matrices S. and M here. Fortunately, a generalized

eigensystem will do. Since M. is symmetric and positive definite and S. is symmet-

ric, there exists a matrix Z such that

ZTMZ = I",
,'I.

.4

* - - - - -
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ZrS,,Z =D,

where I,~ is the identity matrix and D, is the diagonal matrix. The diagonal elemnents

of D,~ are the generalized eigenvalue3 A of

S1Z = A.Vfz.

Now a similar approach can be applied to analyze the spectral radius of :t-e

Jacobi iterative matrix of the $5. The matrix Z 0 1, can be used to diiagonaLi ze the

matrices U. and S. in A such that:

(ZT 0 IR)E,(Z ® Z4) = Lu D. + L2i ® 1,

Let P be the permutation matrix such that P(A 0 B)pT = B 0 A, then

P(M . D,+ Si &rf)PT = Block - diagonal{B,,

®(ii( D. + L2i 0 Ir)PT = Block - diagoraa{,

P( jD,+ U2, O 4)?' = Block - diagonal{Uj},

where f{Bi}mxm is a 2d -1 banded mfatrix, {tm is a matrix with zero elements

everywhere except a d x d lower triangular submatrix in the position (1, m - I - d),

{Uib},, is a matrix with zero elements everywhere except a d x d upper triangular

submatrix in the position (mn, 1). Now, following the same approach as in the proof

of Theorem 5.2, we can prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5.5 The Jacobi iterative matrix of the $5 u -is milar to the mati:

*1O~ndkx(n2 2n G7nkx2Rdh

where 0 ~-Rhx(2-,4)CR. 2 ~

G, G Block -diagonal D 1 , 1w*,n

AV' =, =D k+ E9Lo+ r,0U,
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E= Z 0] 0i= Q I j , o= 0Ef 0 0 Do 0 0 1Z,

1, = SA ,- ' I

Qj = 77j-IB7'

Let pi be the spectral radius of the D,; then each pi is the convergence factor of the

error component of the corresponding generalized esgenvalue.

Here we cannot present a general quantitative estimate for pi, but a similar

qualitative result such as the results in the last few sections is also true in this

case. When we increase the overlap, r will move leftward or upwards in S, or 77

(I = e/h). By the exponential decay law in the last chapter, the norm of P, and Q,

will exponentially decay. If the overlap ratio ic is independent of the mesh size h.

then these norms are also independent of h, as can be seen in the following example.

Strictly speaking, the nine-point stencil is not derived from the tensor product

B-spline. Since the matrix derived from the aine-point stencil has the simplest

tensor product form and also has higher-order accuracy, we present it as an example.

discussing the convergence behavior when 4M is applied to this problem.

The matrix equation derived from the mine-point stencil on a unit square is as

follows:
(M. & S, +S, a M,) = b,

where

M, = Tridiagonal{1, -2, 1},

S, = Tridiagonal{1, 4, 1},

S, =Trdiagonal{6, -12. 6}.
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Frequency _ Matrix D, Number of

III Q A A iterations
0.5 0.3794 0.3794 0.5366 18

1 0.25 0.1987 0.6754 0.7684 44
0.03 0.0256 0.9602 0.9729 420

0.5 0.0094 0.0094 0.0135 3
6 0.25 0.0036 0.1547 0.1565 7

0.03 0.7939*10 - 4 0.8298 0.8298 62
0.5 0.1928"10 -  0.1928*10 - 2 0.2726*10-2 2

11 0.25 0.3481*10 - 1 0.0327 0.0327 4
_0.03 0.8709*10 -  0.7103 0.7123 34

0.5 0.3950*10 - j 0.3950*10 - ' 0.5585*10 - 1 1
16 0.25 0.3280-10 - ' 0.0069 0.0069 3

0.03 0.7641*10 - 0.6086 0.6086 24

0.5 0.8092*10-  0.8092*10-f 0.1144*10 - 1 1
21 0.25 0.3088*10 -  0.0015 0.0015 2

0.03 0.6097*10-7 0.5240 0.5240 18

Table 5.3: Convergence factors for three two-dimensional overlapping grids using
nine-point stencil.

Since S is an identity matrix, the generalized eigenvectors are the same as the

Fourier components. Applying the above theorem to this matrix equation we have

sinh cmO, sinh (1 - x)mn0
sinh mOi 'sinhi mtO

5-2cos i 1cosh Oi = - n1i = 1,'-2- cos 'ni-

It is not very difficult to see that the higher-order approximation has the same

asymptotic bound for pi as in the Corollary 2 of the last section. The above table

lists the convergence factors for different frequencies and the number of iterations.

The decompositions are the same as in Figure 5.6. Compare this table with Table
-5.1. The iteration counts are exactly the same except the last one. But for the

higher frequency errors the convergence factors are slightly better. We can also

prove this conclusion by comparing the R, Q, with ai and 3;.

i.



Chapter 6

Acceleration of the Convergence and Numerical

Experiments

p The discussion of the last chapter ham provided insight into the behavior of 41jM.

Particularly, some possibilities for further improvement in the performance of this

method have been mentioned. In this chapter, detailed discussions of the accel-

eration strategies are presented. Section 1 discusses the SOR (Successive Over

Relaxation) acceleration. For the model problem, the classical theory of SOR can

be applied here directly. Both theoretical and experimental results show that the

improvement is significant. In order for a parallel algorithm to be efficient, global

communications should be avoided as much as possible. Here a local relaxation

scheme is discussed, and a general convergence proof for this acceleration is shown

providing a theoretical basis for the scheme. Section 2 discusses the application

of other classical acceleration schemes. Since we have obtained the eigenstructure

of the iterative matrix of the plain W, many acceleration schemes for 4~M can

be analyzed. Particularly, optimal Chebychev acceleration is studied here. There

are other powerful accelerations schemes, such as preconditioned conjugate gradient

methods which are not mentioned here. This is not a oversight. They are very good

0 iterative methods for a conventional computer, but they require a global informa-

tion exchange in every iteration and introduce a lot of communication overhead,

and the parallel efficiency degenerates. If a new technology, which can reduce the

high cost of the global information exchange, appears in the future, these CG types

0: of accelerations will certainly be very interesting for further study. In Section 3,

hierarchical computation is discussed. Combining it with the other accelerations

makes .-W~ a competitive parallel iterative method for real applications. The re-

maining sections discuss several other issues which are important in the use of ~~

92
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for real applications, namely decomposition considerations, solution methods for the

subregions and convergence checking. Due to lack of much real experience on the

new parallel computers and the rapid advances in hardware and software, further

studies are needed for these topics.

6.1 SOR Acceleration and Multi-Color Splitting

Among the many possible acceleration methods, the SOR acceleration is an attrac-

tive choice. It is easy to implement and its theoretical background is well under-

stood. The local communication pattern of this method is also an appealing feature

For parallel computation.

As we discussed in the last chapter, .4" is actually the following block Gauss-

Seidel iteration 1:

(E, . L + Tm ® I)X(+1) = (Fm ® Uk)i(k) + b. (6.1)

Thus, an obvious choice for an acceleration scheme is the SOR acceleration. We

can construct a new approximation i(k+1),

i(k+l) = wi(k+l) + (1 - W)F (k),

and then attempt to choose an optimal relaxation parameter w to speed up the

convergence. Since the connections between the subregions merely involve artificial

boundary values, the relaxations are carried out only for those boundaries. Late

in this section we will present a general convergence result: for any choice of the

relaxation parameter between 0 and 2, this scheme will converge to the true solution.

But as we know, SOR cannot be successfully applied to an arbitrary matrix. The

following famous example is due to Kahan [Kah58]

_ 1 -a 0

K 0 1 -a

K -a 0 1

'Here we exhibit the case of a one-dimensional model problem.
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where 0 < a < 1. This matrix is an M-matrix and is positive definite. A short

calculation will show that the optimal relaxation factor is w = 1, which is equivalent

to saying that SOR acceleration does not help in this case. Some further restrictions

on the iterative matrix are needed. For instance, the well known property A and

the consistent ordering of the iterative matrix will guarantee a successful relaxation

iteration. Fortunately, we are able to construct an algorithm which satisfies these

restrictions on the iteration matrix of the multi-color W&&.

Let us start with some simpler cases. Since we have found the eigenstructure

of the iterative matrix for the model problem, the analysis of the application of

SOR to the model problem is straightforward. As we see from equation (5.2), this
SEW has property A() 2. It is easy to verify that natural ordering and red-black

ordering of the subregions will both lead to a consistent ordering in the matrix.

Therefore, the classical analysis of the SOR theory can be applied here directly!

We have calculated the spectral radius p of the Jacobi iterative matrices for the

model problems in any dimension, the optimal relaxation factor can be calculated

from the following formula:
2

Table 6.1 lists some comparisons between plain Wr and its SOR acceleration for the

one-dimensional model problem. The third column of this table lists the number of

iterations needed to reduce the error by a factor of 10' for plain W, while the frurth

column lists the same quantities for SOR acceleration with the optimal relaxation

factor. The last two columns are the experimental and theoretical optimal relaxation

E" factors for the same cases. We can see that they agree very well. There is a detailed

4 discussion and the results of many experiments are presented in the paper [OST86],
which we will not repeat here. As we see in this table, the improvement of the SOR

acceleration is significant. For the higher-dimensional problems, we could also make

a similar table using the spectral radius we obtained in the last chapter. The next

several sections will discuss interesting issues which appear when this method is

applied to more general cases.

2 Property A(' ) is an extension of Young's famous property A to the block matrix case. Since we
consider only block matrices in this chapter, we will later omit the adjective block.
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SOR Acceleration Results for 1-D Model Problem
Number of Overlap Plain I Optimal w Optimal
subregions fratio . JSOR observed from theory

0.333 14 7 1.2 1.15
0.182 27 10 1.3 1.27

2 0.095 52 14 1.42 1.40
0.039 129 22 1.60 1.57
0.019 258 30 1.68 1.67

0.427 19 10 1.3 1.21
0.309 26 10 1.3 1.28

3 0.250 37 12 1.38 1.33
0.175 66 16 1.48 1.44
0.071 141 21 1.62 1.58
0.030 349 35 1.71 1.71
0.333 44 12 1.42 1.36

4 0.220 70 16 1.5 1.46
0.167 97 18 1.52 1.51
0.083 204 26 1.67 1.63
0.333 88 17 1.55 1.50

5 0.190 169 26 1.62 1.61
0.167 193 26 1.65 1.64
0.083 397 36 1.75 1.74

,m

6.1.1 Multi-Color SAM and Consistent Ordering

As we mentioned above, some restrictions are needed to ensure the success of the

relaxation iteration. A well known candidate class of matrices is those which have
property A("), or more generally, block p-cyclic matrices. An n x n matrix A is

ra.'- - p--cyclic if there is an permutation matrix P such that PAPT is of the following
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form:

A,,1  0 ... 0 Aj,p

A2,3 A 2,2  0 0

RAPT 0 A 3 ,2  . 0 0

0 0 Ap,p_, Ap,p

But simply having the property A(') or being a p-cyclic matrix is not enough.

Consistent ordering is also needed. A detailed discussion of these concepts is given in

Varga's book [Var62I. For the model problem which is decomposed in strip fashion,

these requirements are automatically satisfied. The block-tridiagonal structure of

the iterative matrix in (4.2) has property A(") and is consistently ordered. But,

the inherent dependence in the natural ordering of the equation (5.2) prevents an
efficient parallel implementation. Instead, red-black ordering is commonly applied.

For a general solution region, the decomposition has to be carefully implemented

in order to meet these requirements. The multi-color WM" proposed in Chapter 2 is

a way to obtain a block p-cyclic matrix. If we impose an extra restriction on the

"- decomposition such that:

QM QM = f0, 1 = 1,., k,
j=1

where k is the number of colors, and il is the number of subregions in color 1,

then the blocks which correspond to a particular color only need to be connected

to the previous color in the solution order. It is not difficult to see that the .- "

for this splitting is a consistently ordered p-cyclic matrix. When p = 2, the p-

cyclic matrix is a block 2-cyclic matrix, which is usually called a red-black ordered

block matrix. The advantage of the multi-color splitting is the parallelism inherent

in this decomposition. Subregions which have the same color can be computed

- .-independently. In previous chapters we also mentioned the strategy of locating the

-.. artificial boundaries near the middle of other subregions in order to maximize the

reduction of the error on these boundaries. If we group the subregions into only
'I.

V
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two colors, this requirement is very hard to achieve. This is the major reason xe

are motivated to propose the multi-color splitting.

6.1.2 The Sensitivity of the Relaxation Factor to the Overlap

The analysis of the relationship between the spectral radius p and the overrelaxat ion

factor , shows that when p is close to 1 the rate of convergence is much more

sensitive to changes in the relaxation factor. A slight perturbation of the relaxation

factor can result in a big degradation in performance. This is not good for practical

implementations. Since the spectral radius is exponentially related to the overlap.

the sensitivity of the rate of convergence drops dramatically if the overlap increases

7N (see Figure 6. 1). Although the increased overlap causes more work in each iteration.

the total work is still less than it is for a small overlap. The work per iteration

increases linearly with the overlap, while the spectral radius decreases exponentially.

In Figure 6.1 the relation between the number of iterations and the relaxation factor

is shown. These results are all for the two--dimensional model problem in a unit

square. We divide the square into 5 overlapping subregions. The six curves in this

* figure correspond to six overlap patterns, which have different overlapping ratios.

As we see in this figure, for the smallest overlap the performance of the method is

tremendously sensitive to the choice of the relaxation factor.

This figure strongly suggests a need to increase the overlap. Now a natural

question to raise is how to choose the best overlap ratio for a given number of

processors. Let us study the two--dimensional model problem again. We divide the

unit square successively into 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 overlapping subregions. Then for each

case we vary the overlap ratio from 0 to 0.5. Using the spectral analysis in the last

chapter, we can calculate the total work needed to reduce the error by a factor of

101. Figure 6.2 shows the relation between the overlap and the total work for these

six cases. From this figure we can see that although the spectral radius will be

minimum for an overlap ratio of 0.5, in terms of the total work the optimal overlap

ratio is somewhat less than 0.5. When xc decreases, the spectral radius increases.

But, if the change of overlap is small the number of iterations needed for reducing

the norm of the error by a fixed factor does not change. Thus, the total work will
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Figure 6. 1: The number of iterations as a function of the overrelaxation factor

decrease until the number of iterations jumps. That is the reason why these curves

show saw-tooth shapes. As the number of the processors increases, however, the

optimal overlap ratio will approach 0.5.

*6.1.3 A Local Relaxation Strategy

SOR acceleration has a very efficient parallel implementation, but unfortunately, the

estimate of the relaxation factor still requires global information exchange in gen-

eral. This is a well known problem which causes the parallel efficiency to degrade.
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Recently, a new technique 3 which uses local relaxation factors has received some

attention. The motivation for this technique was to try to find a more efficient re-

laxation technique for irregular meshes or variable coefficient problems which could

avoid estimating of the spectral radius of the Jacobi matrix and obtain more error

reduction than the uniform relaxation factor. The reasoning behind this technique

is very convincing. Since the relaxation is a local operation, the relaxation factor

should also be characterized well by local features. Experience has shown that this

idea works well for many test problems. Of late, the locality of the communication

in this method has obtained the attention of the parallel computation community.

C. Kuo, B. Lever and B. Musicus (KLM86] apply this idea to a mesh-connected

array.

The basic idea of the local relaxation method is to determine a relaxation factor

for each individual grid point. Consider a five-point difference equation

asz + az. + a*: 6 + aw.w + aoXo -- b

where zo is a grid function located at the position (ij) 4, Xt xn, z. and x, , are

the grid functions located to the south, north, east and west of zo, respectively, and

.5., a., a., a., a., a., are the corresponding coefficients. Suppose that there are N
N and Ml grid points in the row i and column j in which zo is located. Now we may

imagine that there is an N x M rectangular grid and that each grid point has the

same difference equation as x.. Then the spectral radius of the Jacobi matrix for
"'S this problem is

m; coo + 1 /a-cos

Therefore, the optimal relaxation factor for this imaginary rectangular grid is:

2O_ 1 ~+ Wvi-: 9

We will use this w, as the local relaxation factor for grid point z. We can obtain

different relaxation factors for each grid point which are only related to the local

'it is also called the ad-hoc SOR method. See [Erh8l], (Erh84]
4 The solution region need not be rectangular.

.'V
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features surrounding the point in this way. When the solution region is rectangular

and the coefficients of the PDE are constant, the local relaxation factor is the

same as the global optimal relaxation factor. Experimental results show that this

relaxation scheme is successful for many test problems.

The same idea can also be applied to the SOR acceleration for V~j. The calcu-

lation of the spectral radius for the model problem can be easily generalized to a

general second order elliptic PDE with constant coefficients. As we have seen in the

last chapter, the estimate of the spectral radius only involves the overlap ratio and

information about the shape of the subregions, both of which are local information.

If we want to estimate a local relaxation factor for an artificial boundary, which

is located in some other subregion, we may imagine two overlapping rectangular

subregions and let the shapes of these rectangular regions be as close to the real

ones as possible. Then we may use the estimate of the relaxation factor for the

rectangular regions as the relaxation factor. Thus, global information exchange can

be avoided. In the next subsection we will prove that, for any choice of La between

0 and 2 for each subregion, the iteration will converge.

This local relaxation method has been successful experimentally. Theoretical

J.'.$2analysis of the relationship between these relaxation factors and the convergence

rate remains a very interesting open problem.

6.1.4 The Convergence Proof for Local Relaxation

In Chapter 2 a multi-color 4Mj~ for elliptic PDE's was introduced and an extension to

* a positive definite matrix, called multi-color W, was mentioned. Here the detailed

* definition of this splitting is presented. Combining it with the local relaxation

method, we may prove the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1 When the multi-color Wj is applied to a positive definite matrix, if

every j w' , which is used as the relaxation factor for block j of color i, satisfies

0 < < <2,

then the relaxation process of the multi-color .$5 converges.
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Proof. The basic idea of this proof was given three decades ago by Ostrowski [Ost56],

who used the same idea to prove convergence of the group relaxations. The new

aspect here is that we combine two old techniques, M and group relaxation, to

obtain an efficient parallel implementation.

Let

Ax = b (6.2)

be the linear system of equations, where A is a positive definite matrix. The multi-

color I with local relaxation can be described as follows: First we find p permu-

tation matrices P, I = 1,... ,p such that matrix A can be Permuted to p different

partitioned matrices, where p is the number of colors:
A(') A() A(')

111 1,2 " ,k,

S A(') A(') A(')2,1  -2,2 2,k, p I)pA= PI PIA(

* r

A~~i~X ~ ~ A(1) A(1) A()" () 1-wl)~~~)

,A(P) A(P) A(P)

1. 1 "1,2 i,,A(P) ,A(P) A(P)
=p "-2,3 "-2,2 "2, pT = pA(,)pT.

A(p), A (p) A(P)
"'XpL "kp, p, kp~kpJ

Local SOR relaxation is then applied to each of the blocks A(') as follows:

,: AYt)X k+l) y a~) ~l(k+l) A~ xk M ) ( I () )t .k

i<i j>i

The motivation for this algorithm came from the fact that the original block relax-

ation (or group relaxation) still suffered from slow convergence. After we studied

the inverse structure of the sparse matrices in Chapter 3, we noticed that the er-

ror decay rates for different variables in the same block differed greatly. The plain

block relaxation failed to take advantage of the exponential decay of the inverse of

a sparse matrix. The multi-color 5 tries to put every variable within the fast decay

area of some color (geometrically, we may say "near the middle of some subregion").

4
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As we show in the model problem cases, it eventually yields a method which has

optimal complexity.

The proof of convergence is straightforward. It is well known that for each

positive definite operator there is a functional

F(X) = (AX, X) - 2(b,X)

which corresponds to the system of equations, such that the vector which achieves

the minimum of this functional is the solution of this system. The iteration process

can be viewed as the process of minimizing this functional.

Let us consider each calculation of a block as one step of the algorithm. It is

easy to verify that the decrease in the value of the functional for two consecutive

iterations is as follows:

_(l(

F(Xk+l)) - F(X ) -wt'h(2 - w!I))(rek), A, r )

where r k) is the residual of block i in color 1. If every satisfies 0 < < 2,the

sequence of F(X!k)) monotonically decreases. Using arguments of Ostrowski, we

can prove that this sequence will converge to the solution of (6.2). This concludes

our proof of convergence.

6.2 Other Classical Acceleration Schemes

Applying W' to equation (3.12) we have

= +,
. ~~(k+i) = (.(,)+ M,-.f,

where G. = ;'. N.. This is a typical form of the basic iteration. Many acceleration

schemes for this iteratin are available. There is an excellent survey and comparison

for them in L. Hageman and D. Young's book, Applied Iterative Methods. We

will not repeat their comparison here. As we mentioned in the beginning of this

chapter, some of these methods are not discussed here due to the high cost of

the communication overhead in a parallel computer environment. Among these
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different schemes, the popular Chebychev acceleration is rather interesting in this

case. The adaptive Chebychev procedure still suffers from the high cost of the heavy

global information exchange in each iteration, but if we have some knowledge of the

eigenvalues of the iterative matrix C., then optimal Chebychev acceleration is very

attractive. Particularly, for the model problem a detailed analysis of the eigenvalues

for the $5 is available. The application of the optimal Chebychev acceleration to

the model problem is therefore straightforward. Let

m(A) = i nAA,

M(A) =maxAA.

From Chapter 4, we have

m(G.) = -M(G)

and
M sinh(pcucr) + sinh((1 - K)julr) (6.3)M(G.) 5 sinh(pr (63

The test results in the last chapter show that the bound (6.3) is very accurate.

Moreover, all eigenvalues of the matrix G. are real provided that the overlap ratio

r < 0.5". Applying the estimate (6.3) to the classical formula for the convergence

rate for optimal Chebychev acceleration, we can expect this acceleration to yield an

improvement similar to that offered by the SOR acceleration. Unfortunately, this

result cannot be generalized to the other cases as the SOR acceleration can. First

of all, there is no local Chebychev acceleration available, and the classical adaptive

Chebychev procedure requires an extensive global information exchange. Secondly,

the eigenvalues of the iterative matrix G . can be complex in general. Chebychev

acceleration can only be applied to some of the complex eigenvalue cases. How to

apply the Chebychev acceleration to a general problem is still an interesting open

problem in some sense.

Sf the result in Theorem 4.1 is used, the exact value of M(G,) can be estimate by some numerical
computations.

$There is no advantage in making A > 0.5. We need not consider this case.

04
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6.3 Hierarchical Computation

During the last ten years, very important advances in computational science have

been made in the area of the hierarchical computation. Among the best known
techniques are multigrid techniques[(Bra77], adaptive grid methods[0li841, hierar-

chical information fiow[01i86]. Although, their approaches, theoretical foundations
and applications are very different, one idea behind these techniques is the same.

According to the particular application, the computational process is decomposed
into several different phases, regions or grids, which we will abstract as a hierar-
chy. Instead of using one uniform approach for the whole problem, we treat each

component of the hierarchy separately, attempting to choose the most efficient way
* of obtaining the result in that component. The components of the hierarchy will

communicate with each other, and after some assembling or iterations, the final

result can be obtained in a very efficient way. To use a business expression, we

.1 might say that we are only willing to pay what we have to pay. This same philoso-
phy can even be applied to the design of the computer hardware and programming
languages. If the designs of the computer and language are "smart" enough, it is
certainly worthwhile to run an algorithm in such a way that in the different stages
of the computation different precision of arithmetic are used. There is no point

in using double precision when the iteration has just started. The same idea can

certainly be adapted to the acceleration of W~. In Chapters 2 and 4 we have stud-
ied the convergence rates of .-W~ for different frequencies for both continuous and

discrete cases. An important observation from the analyses is that the slow conver-

gence is caused by the low frequency errors. Table 4. 1, which lists the number of the

iterations required for reducing the error corresponding to particular frequencies by
a factor of 10', strongly suggests that we should start the computation at the coarse

grid. After the low frequency errors converge to the truncation error level at this

grid, we should then refine the grid and continue the computation. This procedure
can be recursively repeated until the results of the desired accuracy are obtained.

We have used the model problem to test this idea. Our results show that the cost

is substantially reduced.

IL 6A
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____ The Numbers of Iterations in Each Grid Level

Number of Grid Levels (5 is the Finest Grid) I The Equivalent Numbers of
subregions 1 [415 Total j Iterations on the Finest Level

5 3 1 1 1111 7 1.5
10 11 713 2 12121 16 2.7

Table 6.1: Hierarchical computations

The test problem is the two-dimensional model problem on a unit square. The

finest grid is [320 x 320]. There are 5 grid levels. The mesh size of each level is

double that of the previous one. The iteration starts at the coarsest grid. After the

iteration converges to the level of truncated error at this particular grid size, we

refine the grid and continue the iteration on the next finer grid, and so on. Table

6.1 lists the number of iterations carried out on each grid level for two different

decompositions. The last column lists the total work, measured as the equivalent

number of iterations on the finest grid. Although the total number of Wj iterations

remains the same as it would have been for a single fine grid, The total work needed

is reduced to a small fraction of what it would have been.

6.4 Decomposition Considerations

In the early 1950's, Kantorovich and Krylov had noticed that the way the solution

region was decomposed would affect the rate of convergence. In our analyses of

the model problems we have seen that the rate of convergence is a function of the

overlap, the shape of the subregions, the frequency of the errors and the dimension of

the solution regions. The first important issue in the consideration of decomposition

is the overlap. For the model problem, the overlap can be characterized by a

simple quantity Pc (overlap ratio). But, in a general application, x can no longer

be used for this purpose. In Chapter 5, the exponential decay law was seen to

be the reason for the success of W#. From this law, we recognize that the rates of

convergence for different variables (or grid points) in f iteration are very different.
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The errors on the artificial boundaries will affect the error in each point by the

influence wavefront of the out-web in the inverse operator. Ideally, we would like

arrange the subregions in such a way that all the artificial boundaries are located

A in the "heart" of another subregion or subregions', in order to maximize the decay
of the error in each iteration. For the model problem, this can be easily achieved

by setting the overlap ratio ic to 0.5. In general, we need the multi-color splitting

to achieve this goal.

Another related issue is the shape of the subregions. For the model problem,

the ratio rn/n is a very important influence on the convergence rate, where mn and n

are the height and width of the subregion, respectively. If we would like to partition
the solution region into many subregions, we should not dissect the region in only

one direction(such as in the strip case). A one-direction dissection would result in

having many thin, long subregions, leaving the artificial boundaries very close to

the boundaries of those thin subregions. This principle is also applicable to general

cases. The subregions should have comparable dimensions in every coordinate.

Any small width in one coordinate will result in a short influence wavefront in the

inverse of the operator on the thin subregion, causing slow convergence as we saw in

Chapter 3. A good way of decomposing the solution region is to dissect the solut,,ur,
region in k directions, where k is the dimension of the solution region. Figure 6.3

shows a dissection in two directions for a two-dimensional problem. A comparison

is carried out for two kinds of dissection. The first case decomposes the square into

32 thin strips. The second one is to decompose the square into 36 rectangles. The
first one needs 40 iterations while the latter only needs 15 iterations. Even though

the latter case has almost twice as many variables in comparison to the former case,

the overall work in the two direction dissection is only three fourths of the other

one.

%P Another interesting issue in the decomposition of the solution region is the au-

tomation of the dissection. In principal, this problem is similar to the grid genera-

tion problem for the finite element method. There is no intrinsic difficulty in this

'The motivation is to put all the artificial boundaries in the quickly converging zone. Then, by
the maximum principle, after one iteration the total error will be bounded by the error on these
boundaries.

le ,
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LL

Figure 6.3: A dissection in two directions

problem.

The last issue is the mapping of the decomposition to a parallel computer ar-

chitecture. Since the efficient communication pattern of the target computer will

strongly affect the choice of the decomposition, it is a very hardware dependent

issue. We did not include such mappings in this study, but if we would like to make

4V~ a really competitive method, they should be carefully treated.

6.5 Solution Methods for the Subregions

The choice of methods for the solution of the problem on the subregions is also an

important issue for applications of.W~t Because of the inherent modularity in the

4W~ algorithm, each subregion can be solved using a different method. Depending

on the particular application, we may take advantage of this flexibility. For example,

we can use a fast solver or even an analytic method, to compute the solution on

a regular subregion. Direct and iterative methods each have their own advantages

and disadvantages. Iterative methods are generally preferred. This is because, at

any step, the result from the last iteration is a very good initial guess for the next

iteration. But this does not mean that iterative methods always win. We have
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compared the multigrid method with the fast solver for the model problem. In fact.

the fast solver wins in the timing comparison. Comparison of the two programs

will show that this result should not be a surprise. The multigrid method has more

overhead than the fast solver has. The advantage in complexity for the multigrid

method only becomes dominant in a very large problem. For sparse problems. if

there is enough memory for storing the LU decomposition in each processor, a sparse

- -' solver can also be very competitive. The complexity of the work in each iteration

is only 0(N) in this case, where N is the number of unknowns.

A strategy of incomplete solution in solving on the subregions has been tried.

The basic idea of this strategy is that we really do not need a very accurate so-

lution on the subregions in the early iterations. If an iterative method is used for

the solution on the subregions, we can ask if we can stop the iteration at some

point before the solution converges? The preliminary results are disappointing. For

example, we have applied the multigrid method to solve the subproblems. If the

number of V-cycles or W-cycles for solving the subproblems is reduced, the rate

of convergence of $AM immediately degenerates. The total work needed to converge

is also increased. G. Rodrigue has also had a similar experience. Further study is
needed on this question. It seems likely that a way can be found to successfully use

* incomplete solutions.

6.6 Convergence Checking

Until communication cost became an important factor for the performance of a par-

* allel algorithm, convergence checking was never an efficiency issue in implementing

an iterative algorithm. Due to the requirement of global information exchange

.4. and control, the convergence check in an iterative algorithm has to be carefully

implemented. The granularity of W~1 is very desirable in this aspect since coars~e

* granularity results in a low frequency of convergence checking.

In addition, the hierarchical computation in W1 can also be used to reduce the

cost of a global convergence checking. It is clear that we do not need a global check of

convergence until the finest grid is reached. During the computation on the coarser

'.A
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grids, we need only check the local error for each subregion (or processor). Each

* subregion will keep checking two things: the local error and the maximum update

of the variable in the subregion. If the local error is good enough for a particular
subregion, the corresponding process can be put to sieep 8. If the maximum update

is large, then any of the neighbor processes which are sleeping should be awakened,

since the boundary values of these neighbors have changed significantly. All these

information exchanges of convergence information are local and can be combined

with the exchange of boundary values. There are no extra communication requests

required for the exchange. Thus, the cost of global checking will only be required on

the finest grid. As our experience shows that only one or two iterations are needed

on this grid, the overall cost of communication is greatly reduced. In general, the

global error checking is still a very interesting research problem for any iterative

method in a parallel computer environment. Some hardware design considerations

can be very helpful in resolving the efficiency problem. For example, if the control

processor can check a built-in flag in each processor at a very low cost, then the

cost of the checking can be substantially reduced.

'a' "In a time sbaming system the processor on which the sleeping process was running can be recycled
by the system

Mr.
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each strip overlaps with its neighbors only by one mesh width. The Jacobi type

of WA~ with natural ordering is applied. As we might expect, the convergence is
very slow. The second approach is to increase the overlap to the optimum, namely.

* each strip now overlaps with its neighbor by half of its width. The same Jacobi

4. iteration is used. The exponential relationship between the convergence factor and
the overlap makes a big improvement in the performance. Next, Gauss-Seidel S4V

is applied. The convergence speed is doubled. Then SOR acceleration is incorpo-

rated. We list a result for which the optimal w is used. Again the performance is

improved further. Finally, a multilevel grid technique, with five grid levels, is comn-

bined with SOft acceleration. The combination of these four modifications yields a
- significant improvement in performance. As we show in Chapter 6, multi-direction
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decomposition can lead to further improvement.

Iteration Convergence Number of Total relative
technique factor Jiteain work

~A ihminimal overlap 0.99308 1658 1658-7
4Mwith optimal overlap 0J .9009-1 110 183.33

Gauss-Seidel SM0.8117 55 91.67
SOR + 4AM (with optimal..;) 0.395 13 21
Multi-level grid + SOR + 4W1 0.395 13 2.1

Table 7. 1: A comparison of 5 different implementations of SAM

We have incorporated several acceleration strategies in this example. An im-

portant factor for practical application is that these accelerations do not interfere

with each other. The various freedoms in Wi which we mentioned in the intro-

duction allow us to combine many other techniques to improve the performance

when we apply 4Mj~ to a particular problem. Particularly, generalizations of WII
,Schwoarz splittings ($*), are introduced in this thesis. Thus, we can apply this

powerful technique to many important applications other than elliptic PDE's.

There is an increasing demand for parallel algorithms, the inherent parallelism.

the local communication pattern and the hiding of global information exchange

* make W~j an attractive candidate for large scale computations on a parallel com-

puter with non-shared memory. A generalization of W~- multi-color SAW - is

presented. It preserves the parallelism of the original W~, while provides a fast con-

vergence. Many parallel implementation issues such as: local relaxation strategy;

convergence checking; carrying the exchange of boundary values at coarser grid level

even after the computation has proceeded to finer grid level are discussed in this

thesis. We also propose some open problems which should be further investigated.

In Chapter 4 we discussed the problems caused by the matrix structure. The ab-

stract form of a matrix creates difficulties for observing many important features of

* a linear operator. A new structure template operator, which is more consistent with

* the form of the original continuous operator than the matrix is, has been developed.

Using this new structure, we have presented the concepts of influencing and Influ-

enced wavefronts which provide tools for quantitatively describing the exponential



decay phenomenon. Several estimates for the exponential decay are shown n 1

study providing a theoretical basis for determining when * can be used il' i,-4 '

Although ' is an very old mathematical technique. the understanding ,

approach is s:iU young. Particularly. computational experience is very lim.redt (

study has presented a promising but preliminary investigation. Interesting ,.,:.

problems remain to be solved. We have seen increasing interest in this topic a:"., :.

p, numerical analysts, and expect to become a competitive and popular iterar'.v,

technique.
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Appendix

The Eigenvalues of the matrix W,,

.4

Let
A, A 2

.o A, A 2

W. =(A.1)

AOA, A2• .. Ao A, A

t''. where
So= 0 0 b 0 0 a

and b, a > 0. We will discuss the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for

this matrix in this appendix.

Before we calculate the eigenvalues of this matrix, the following result is useful

for later discussion.

Lemma A.1 Ifb> a then

a + b >1 Aw. 1, b - a,

where w. u any eigenvalue of matrtz W,.

Proaf The left half of the inequality can be derived directly from Gershgorin's

4, theorem Let

z = . z2n)

d' Y." the rorresponding eigenvector of Aw. and

= max z, I} > 0.

114
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For k 2or k 2n -,we have

bZ2 = Anl

or

bZn1= Aw.Z 2n.

So,

I Awn 1I!b>b-a.

For 2 < k < (2n - 1), we have'

azk..2 + bZ,, = A.kl

Then,
A Zk-1 Zk-.2 b

Zk Z

Finally, we have

Aw, 12 b -a.

The eigenvalue and eigenvector problem for WV, is equivalent to the boundary

value problem of the matrix difference equation:

fAoZk~ + (A, - pI)Zk+l + A2Z4+s2 =0, k=1 *n, (A.2)
ZO = Z,,.,. = 0

where p is an eigenvalue of Wn. It can be solved easily by the nonmonic matrix

* polynomial theory. Here we will use the same notation in Gohberg's book [GLR821.

It is interesting that the spectral theory of the general matrix polynomials L(A) is.

surprisingly, of very recent origin.

'1f k I or k =2n we have
bO2 = AW. Z,

or
=Zn1AWZn
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The nonmonic matrix polynomial 2

L(A) = A2A2 + (A , - pI)A + A0

corresponds to the matrix difference equation (A.2). The solution of (A.2) can be

expressed in terms of a decomposable pair of L(A). Let (XF, JF) and (X,,, J,) be

a finite and an infinite Jordan pair respectively. The decomposable pair of matrix

polynomials L(A) is
([XF, X.], JFE J.).

From Theorem 8.3 in [GLR82] we know that the general solution of the homogeneous

finite difference equation (A.2) is given by

Zk = XFJ-g, k = 0,1,.. (A.3)

A short calculation shows that

det(L(A)) = -A(apA 2 - (a2 + p 2 -b 2)A + ap).

Then the eigenvalues of the L(A) axe

A0 =0,

A, a2 + p2 - b 2 + y/((b - a)2 - p2 )((a + b) - p2 )
A1 = 2ap

a 2 +p 2 - b2- V((b -a)2 - p2 )((a + b) - p2 )
A2 =a 2ap

* We know that A1 , A2 - 0. The eigenvectors of L(A) corresponding to the eigenvalues

.A, and L(A,) are

XO 
L(Ao) =

:'O, 0 0

2A matrix polym ial

L(A) AiA
i=0

is said to be monic if Ak = I, otherwise it is called nonmonic. Here A, are m x m matrices.

%-



[ 1 [ 1 L(A1 ) = [a-pA1  bA,

[- :I] [ bAl aAl 2 - A
1 ,L( ) a - pAj bA2

1=21 L(A2) = aPAb 2-0 2 ,I,62 bA2  aA 2
2 - pA 2

where
pal a pA2 - a
b1= Aj 2 bA2

Since the Jordan chains which correspond to these eigenvalues all have only one

eigenvector each, the finite Jordan pair is as follows:

XF [ 1 ]

. 0 0 0

JF 0 A, 0

0 0 A2

Now we may use the general solution and the boundary value to determine tic

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix W,. Note

AOXF= 0 a a

1 0 00

(A PI)XFJF = [0 AI(wlb-p) A2(Uw2b-p)1
0 Al(b -pcw) A2(b - pw2 )

0~ a -a w -a
0 -A,2awl -A 22aw 2

0 0lao 0 2
A2XFJF 0 [ , 2 aw 022a;

* and

AoXF + (A, - pI)XFJF + A 2XFJF
2 = 0.

Thus, the general solution (A.3) does satisfy the matrix difference equation (A.2).

Now let's determine the constant vector g = (go, 1, g2)T to satisfy the boundary

J@
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conditions. For the first boundaryi condition

XFg 0,

we have

91 = -92

and-A)

From the second boundary condition

X Fj~~lg =0,

A, and A2 have to satisfy the following condition:

AA2 = 1 (A.4)
wj ~ w,2A2 n~1

The first equality is satisfiedI from the definition. If b > a, then A, and A2 are

compex.thesecond implies the following condition.

a sin nd= psin (n +1)9, (A. 5)

where

A, le e. (A.6)

Theorem A.1 The eigenvalses of the vnatriz W, satisfy the following equations:

Aw 2 + 2a cos 9Aw + a2 -b 2 =0. (A. 7)

The corresponding eigernvectors are

Sri where 8 is the root of the following equation:

a ~sin (nrz19)

(coe9+ k~LAM -sn(+19 AS



Proof Equation (A.7) can be directly derived from the definition of A,. Then we
may solve Aw in (A.7) and substitute it into (A.5). After rearranging the terms of
sin((n + 1)9) d a, (A.8) follows.

Corollary 6 If a < b, matrix W,, ha., 2n dijtinguish real eigenvalues. When n ij
increased, p u also increased'.

Let

p =max {I Aw. J}.

A short calculation shows that if n = 1

p= b, (A.9)

and if n = 2

p -- + b).(

Equations (A.9) and (A.10) are true for any a and b.

3Here a and b are fixed.

V
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Appendix B

Extensions of the Template Operator

Here we present a few extensions of the template operator introduced in Chapter

4. First, the template operator L over T"', where s > 1, is discussed. Then a more

generalized operator -block template operator- is considered. In the last section,

other kinds of operations on the template vectors using template operators are

presented.

r'p

B.1 Template Operator over T"

In Chapter 4, the simplest case of the template operator, L on template space T,

is examined. A more general case, the template operator on 7,, where s > 1, is

considered here.

Given a template vector space 7" , q > 1, the template operator space over this

space is defined as follows: let

T. =< 0o, 02, -" 0.

be the template of ', M. be the space of all j x 9 matrices. Construct n Cartesian

products

".". N i = M . x oi,i I , . n.

Let

M, = N 1 x N 2 x ... x N..

Each element U E , consists of n ordered pairs

U Md, 0, >,< M2,,02 >,...,< M",o>

120
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where M0i,, i = 1,..., n are s x s matrices. After defining the operations of addition

and scalar product on these elements, it is easy to see that the space M,, is a linear

space. We call it a template matrix space. Each element m E M, is called a

template matrix. Now construct n Cartesian products

--1 Z' OQj = M: x oi, i =1..n.

-~ Let

£' = Q 1 x Q2 x ... x Qn.

Each element L E £ consists of n ordered pairs

L; = [< Ri, o, >, < R2, o2 >,...< R,, >]1,

or simply

L = [ , , Ro, - ,q Roj].

As in the case when s = 1, a template operator space C- over Tn' with the

operations of addition and scalar product can be defined.

Let
.R =(<Ri, o, >, < R2,02 >,..., < Rn, o, >)) E .Mn

v and
X = 1< X1,O >,< X2,0 2 >,,< Xn,On >} E T".

Define the product of R and x as

Rx R 0 X
* 0. EO

where R,xo, is the product of an s x s matrix Ro, and a vector xo,. Here the result

Rx is an s-dimensional vector. Now we can define the operation of a template

operator L E £ on a template vector z E In'. Let

'. .: L = [R.,, R.2," ,Ror.

We define

y = Lx = {R, x, R,'x ,Ro.x}.

WWI
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From this definition, we know that y = Lx E T,' and L maps T,' to T,,. We may

also introduce the concepts of operating template matrix, image template matrix,

right form of the operator and so on. Since they are so similar to the case of s = 1,

we may leave them to the reader.

B.2 Group Template Operator

In many cases, we need to group the nodes in a template into a few sets, each

including several nodes. The number of the nodes can be very different. Schwarz

splitting is a good example of an application of this idea. An alternative view is that

each node in a template is associated with a state vector which may have different

dimensions in different nodes. Here the group template operator is introduced from

the second point of view.

Given a template T, and n vector spaces V, i - 1,..., n, where the dimension

of Vi is ki, construct n Cartesian products

S. = V x o,i = n.

-: The group template vector space i,, is the set

g, = SX S2 x ... X S"

with two operations -addition and scalar product. Each element

X (< X1 ,o 1 >,< X2 ,o2 >,-",< X,,o >)

-, or

in Q, is called a group template vector. Let M,j denote the space of all ki x k,

matrices. A group template matrix space Q, is the set

Q, = x x x x ... X x O}
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with two operations - 1di. ,, a : i&ar Pr,,,Ilict Eacni element R i- Q, :S ,,

ordered pairs

R < A!,o Af, ',-

where .11, is a k, x k) matrix. Define the product f a grroup template matrix R an(l

a group template vector x as follows.

Rx = Y -\L I

The product is a vector of dimension k,.

Then the group template operator space C. is the set

4C {QI X o} 1 X{fQ2 X 01 x. {Q,, x o,4

with two operations -addition and scalar product. Each element L E 4, is n

ordered pairs
L = (< Ri, oi >, < R2, o2 >,.. ,< R,, On >]1,

or simply

L = [RorR*q... IRRon]

where Ro, is a group template matrix in Qj. The definition of operating a group

template operator L on a group template vector x is the following:

y = Lx = {Ro, x,R,, ,...,Ron }

where R,,z, the product of the group template matrix R, and x, is a vector of

dimension ki. The group template operator is a parallel concept of the partitioned

matrix in the matrix structure. As in the last section, we leave many of the defini-

tions to the reader.

A,' B.3 A Template Operator Maps T into T,

So far the template operators we have discussed are mappings for which the domain

and range are the same space. Here a more generalized template operator which

0.

-IA A '' ~ 0
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maps one template space T' into another T,,' is presented. In order to simplify the

notation, we only consider the simplest case, that is the case when s = 1.

Let
Tn 01, 0~2,-..On

*: and

Tm, - 1, 2, , >

• . be the templates for T and Tm, respectively. The left form of a template operator

L which maps T into T is

U rL = [< R,, 5 >, <R2,;52 >,.. < R,,, Bn >]1

where R;. is the operating template for node 5i and is a template vector in T.

*: The corresponding right form of this operator is

L-; = [< C1 ,ol >,< C 2 ,02 >,.. ,< C,,, >,.

where C, = LIo,, the image template for node oi, is a template vector in 2",. We

also leave the rest of the definitions for this case to the reader.
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